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Abstract

McNamara and Dall (2011) identified novel relationships
between 1) the abundance of a species in different environ-
ments, 2) the temporal properties of environmental change,
and 3) selection for or against dispersal. Here, the mathematics
underlying these relationships in their two-environment model
are investigated for arbitrary numbers of environments. A
population statistic, the fitness-abundance covariance, is
introduced, which quantifies the property they describe.
It is the covariance between growth rates and the excess
abundance of the population over what it would be without
heterogeneous growth rates. Its value depends on the phase
in the life cycle when the population is censused, and the
pre-dispersal and post-dispersal values differ as an example
of Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem. The fitness-abundance
covariance is shown to involve the Reduction Principle from
the population genetics literature on the evolution of genetic
systems and migration, which is reviewed. Conditions that
produce selection for increased unconditional dispersal are
new instances of the ‘Principle of Partial Control’ proposed to
explain departures from reduction in the evolution of modifier
genes. According to this principle, variation that only partially
controls the processes that transform the transmitted infor-
mation of organisms may be selected to increase the rates of
these processes. Mathematical methods of Karlin, Friedland,
and Elsner, Johnson, and Neumann, are central in generalizing
the analysis. The model’s behavior is shown to depend on
the harmonic mean of the durations of the environments,
causal connection between successive environments, and the
eigenvalues of the environmental change matrix. Analysis of
the adaptive landscape in the model shows that the evolution
of conditional dispersal is very sensitive to the spectrum of
phenotypic variation produced by the population, and suggests
that empirical study of a particular species will require an
evaluation of its variational properties.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In analyzing a model of a population that disperses in a patchy
environment subject to random environmental change, McNa-
mara and Dall (2011) describe “how an underappreciated evo-
lutionary process, which we term ‘The Multiplier Effect’, can
limit the evolutionary value of responding adaptively to envi-
ronmental cues, and thus favour the evolutionary persistence of
otherwise paradoxical unconditional strategies.” By ‘multiplier
effect’, McNamara and Dall mean,

If a genotype is distributed in space and its fitness
varies with location, then selection will change the
spatial distribution of the genotype through its effect
on population demography. This process can accu-
mulate genotype members in locations to which they
are well suited. This accumulation by selection is the
multiplier effect.

It is possible, they discover, for the ‘multiplier effect’ to re-
verse — for there to be an excess of the population in the worst
habitats — when there is very rapid environmental change. En-
vironmental change is modeled as a Markov process where are
large number of patches switch independently between two en-
vironments that produce different growth rates for a population
of organisms.

They examine the effect of unconditional dispersal on
asymptotic growth rates of the population under different rates
of environmental change. They find that greater unconditional
dispersal reduces population growth under low-to-moderate
rates of environmental change, but that it increases population
growth under very high rates of environmental change.

McNamara and Dall’s key finding is that the reversal in the
effect of dispersal on population growth happens exactly when
the ‘multiplier effect’ reverses: lower dispersal is selected for
when abundance is elevated on better habitats; higher dispersal
is selected for when abundance is elevated on worse habitats
because the environment changes so fast.
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McNamara and Dall conclude their paper saying, “the mul-
tiplier effect may underpin the evolution and maintenance of
unconditional strategies in many biological systems.” Indeed,
they have tied the ‘multiplier effect’ — a property of the pop-
ulation distribution — to selection for reduced dispersal —
the phenomenon known as the ‘Reduction Principle’, first de-
scribed in the evolution of linkage (Feldman, 1972; Feldman
et al., 1980), and subsequently extended to the evolution of mu-
tation rates, gene conversion, dispersal, sexual reproduction,
and even cultural transmission of traditionalism (Altenberg,
1984). The Reduction Principle can be stated, in a rather gen-
eral form, as the widely exhibited phenomenon that mixing re-
duces growth, and differential growth selects for reduced mix-
ing. The reduction phenomenon underlies the ‘error catastro-
phe’ in quasispecies dynamics, lethal mutagenesis, and the ef-
fect of population subdivision on species invasion and on the
maintenance of genetic diversity (Karlin, 1982).

While the reduction phenomenon studied in McNamara and
Dall (2011) is thus not a new concept, three particular aspects
of their study are novel:

1. their discovery of conditions that cause mixing to increase
growth — which addresses the open problem posed in Al-
tenberg (2004, Open Question 3.1) as to the conditions that
produce departures from the reduction principle;

2. the novel way in which this departure from reduction
emerges from very rapidly changing environments; and

3. the connection between this departure from reduction and
the reversal in the association between fitness and abun-
dance among different environments.

Here, these results will be explored in depth. McNamara and
Dall produce these results from a two-environment model. A
principal goal here is to generalize each of these findings to ar-
bitrary numbers of environments. Insight on how to generalize
them is provided by clues in their results. Some of these clues
point to the main tool used to achieve the generalization, a the-
orem of the late Sam Karlin, to be described.

The property described by McNamara and Dall as ‘the mul-
tiplier effect’ is here made mathematically precise, as a posi-
tive covariance between fitness and the excess of the stationary
distribution of the population above what it would be in the ab-
sence of heterogeneous growth rates. I refer to this quantity as
the fitness-abundance covariance1, which is a bit more descrip-
tive and specific than the term ‘multiplier effect’, which already
has long use as a concept in economics.

Basic properties of the fitness-abundance covariance are ex-
plored for the general model of differential growth combined
with ‘mixing’ (a general term for changes of state including
dispersal, recombination, mutation, and cultural transmission):

1I auditioned various terms besides “abundance” to better represent the
aspect of excess (e.g. excess, excess abundance, overabundance, superabun-
dance, accumulation, overgrowth, surplus), but they parse to make “fitness”
their attributive noun, or vice versa, or have other unwanted aspects.

When is it positive or negative? How does it depend on when
the census is taken? How does it relate to the direction of se-
lection on rates of mixing? Regarding the latter, we shall see
that the connection found by McNamara and Dall is specific to
their model, and not a generic property of the fitness-abundance
covariance. In addition, properties of individual values of the
stationary distribution are explored.

A result in McNamara and Dall (2011) that garnered con-
siderable attention is that “ ‘stupid strategies’ could be best for
the genes” (University of Exeter, 2011). The situation they de-
scribe is one where the environment produces selection that
would favor conditional dispersal, but small errors in the or-
ganism’s detection of its environment cause philopatry to be
favored instead:

One underappreciated consequence of the multiplier
effect is that because individuals tend to be in loca-
tions to which they are well suited, its mere exis-
tence informs an organism that it is liable to be in
favourable circumstances. This information can out-
weigh environmental cues to the contrary, so that an
individual should place more weight on the fact it ex-
ists than on any additional cues of location quality.
(McNamara and Dall, 2011, p. 237)

McNamara and Dall discovered this phenomenon in pursuit
of the role of information in ecology (see also Dall et al. (2005);
McNamara and Dall (2010)). The sensitivity of the evolutionar-
ily stable state (ESS) here to small errors in information raises
interesting questions about the nature of the adaptive landscape
in this model, prompting a closer examination of the full land-
scape — i.e. the gradient of population growth rates over the
space of conditional dispersal probabilities.

What is found here is that the evolutionarily stable state is
highly sensitive to constraints on the organismal variability for
dispersal probabilities. Errors in information are one source
of such constraints. Slight changes in the constraints can shift
the evolutionarily stable state from complete philopatry to com-
plete conditional dispersal, to intermediate levels of dispersal,
or even to multiple stable strategies. This sensitivity means that
conditional dispersal may be a highly volatile trait evolutionar-
ily. It implies that understanding the evolution of any particular
species may require an analysis of the constraints on the phe-
notype, and the probabilities of generating heritable variation
in any phenotypic direction — in short, an evolvability analysis
(Wagner and Altenberg, 1996).

The topography of the adaptive landscape is relatively easy
to solve here, but determining how the species fills the land-
scape — which parts of the landscape are phenotypically ac-
cessible by the species —immerses one into issues of the or-
ganism’s perceptual and cognitive limits, ecological correlates,
and the genotype-phenotype map, and requires specific empir-
ical knowledge of the organism and its variability in order to
address.

The difficulties of an evolvability analysis are perhaps why,
as Levinton (1988, p. 494) keenly pointed out, “Evolution-
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ary biologists have been mainly concerned with the fate of
variability in populations, not the generation of variability.
. . . Whatever the reason, the time has come to reemphasize the
study of the origin of variation.” What is emphasized here is
that for this particular adaptive landscape, the origination of
variation can play the decisive role in determining the ESS.

2 A REVIEW OF THE REDUCTION PRIN-
CIPLE

McNamara and Dall note that their results touch upon an “un-
derappreciated evolutionary process” and this aptly describes
the Reduction Principle. Awareness of the body of population
genetics literature on the reduction principle has not fully per-
colated between disciplines. Karlin’s (1982) key theorem on
the reduction phenomenon, and its application to the evolution
of dispersal Altenberg (1984), were independently duplicated
recently by Kirkland et al. (2006). And awareness of this re-
cent latter paper, published in a mathematics journal, has yet to
percolate through the literature on the evolution of dispersal.

One main goal of this paper, therefore, is to provide a ‘portal’
to the reduction principle, its historical development, and meth-
ods of analysis for a broader audience. Here, I tie-in the work
of McNamara and Dall (2011) to the larger stream of work on
the reduction principle, and show that their work contributes to-
ward answering one of the main open problems in the subject:
how departures from the reduction phenomenon are produced.

2.1 The Reduction Principle and Fisher’s Fun-
damental Theorem of Natural Selection

The intuition as to why there should be selection for lower dis-
persal in a stationary population at a balance between dispersal
and differential growth is well expressed in the following expla-
nation (which echoes earlier observations of Balkau and Feld-
man (1973, p. 173, Remark II) and Hastings (1983, p. 248)):

Even in the absence of genetic variability for local
adaptation in a spatially heterogeneous environment,
migration will be selected against because on the av-
erage an individual will disperse to an environment
worse than the one it was born in, since better en-
vironments harbor more individuals. (Olivieri et al.,
1995).

This statement can be seen to derive from Fisher’s Fundamen-
tal Theorem, which is that the mean fitness of the popula-
tion increases by an amount equal to the variance in the fit-
nesses. When the population is at a stationary distribution un-
der a dispersal/selection balance, this requires that dispersal
decrease the mean fitness by exactly the variance in growth
rates. Fisher uses the phrase “deterioration of the environment”
(Fisher 1958; discussed in Price 1972) to describe this exact
counterbalance in the case of mutation:

. . . an equilibrium must be established in which the
rate of elimination is equal to the rate of mutation.
To put the matter in another way we may say that
each mutation of this kind is allowed to contribute ex-
actly as much to the genetic variance of fitness in the
species as will provide a rate of improvement equiv-
alent to the rate of deterioration caused by the con-
tinual occurrence of the mutation. (Fisher, 1958, p.
41)

While Fisher was thinking of mutation, the same mathemat-
ics underlies dispersal. Like a the mutation/selection balance
Fisher describes, dispersal will generally be to lesser qual-
ity environments when the population has reached a disper-
sal/selection balance.

The interchangeability of many results in population genetics
between mutation and dispersal reflects the fact that an organ-
ism’s location, like its genotype, is transmissible information
about its state (Altenberg, 1984, pp. 15–16, 178), which is now
becoming more widely understood and investigated (Schauber
et al. 2007,Goodnight et al. 2008). The degree of preserva-
tion of this information during the life cycle is itself an or-
ganismal phenotype and is subject to evolution. Spatial inheri-
tance, cultural inheritance (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1973;
Henrich et al., 2008), and ecological inheritance (Odling-Smee,
1988; Laland et al., 1996; Odling-Smee, 2007) are extra-genetic
mechanisms for storage and transmission of information whose
evolutionary dynamics are coming under a common framework
(Danchin et al., 2011).

2.2 Development of the Reduction Principle
In the early analyses of genetic modifiers of mutation, recombi-
nation, and migration by Marcus Feldman, coworkers, and oth-
ers in the 1970s, a common result kept appearing, which was
that reduced levels of mutation, recombination, or migration
would evolve when populations were near equilibrium under a
balance between the forces of selection and transmission. An
earlier, perhaps the earliest, appearance of the reduction phe-
nomenon in the literature was Fisher’s (1930, p. 130) assertion
that “the presence of pairs of factors in the same chromosome,
the selective advantage of each of which reverses that of the
other, will always tend to diminish recombination, and there-
fore to increase the intensity of linkage in the chromosomes of
that species.” A special case of this claim was mathematically
verified by Kimura (1956) who showed that a recombination-
eliminating inversion could always invade a population at a spe-
cific stable two-locus polymorphism. Nei (1967; 1969) origi-
nally posed the three-locus model for the evolution of recombi-
nation, where a modifier locus controls the recombination be-
tween two loci under selection, and found that only reduced re-
combination would evolve. The first fixed-point stability anal-
ysis of Nei’s model was by Feldman (1972), who found that re-
combination would be reduced by evolution. Subsequent stud-
ies extended the reduction result to larger and larger spaces of
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models, including modifiers of:

Dispersal: Karlin and McGregor (1972); Balkau and Feldman
(1973); Karlin and McGregor (1974); Teague (1977); As-
mussen (1983); Hastings (1983); Feldman and Liberman
(1986); Liberman and Feldman (1989); Wiener and Feld-
man (1991, 1993) (note that much of this literature uses
the term ‘migration’, while ‘dispersal’ is preferred in the
ecology literature);

Recombination: Feldman (1972); Karlin and McGregor
(1972); Feldman and Balkau (1972, 1973); Feldman and
Krakauer (1976); Feldman et al. (1980); Liberman and
Feldman (1986a); Feldman and Liberman (1986); and

Mutation: Karlin and McGregor (1972); Liberman and Feld-
man (1986b); Feldman and Liberman (1986).

These studies also extended the generality of the reduction
results to include arbitrary large modified rates, arbitrary via-
bility selection regimes, and multiple modifier alleles. Their
methods, however, could only analyze the case of two patches
or two alleles per selected locus due to their explicit evaluation
of determinants. Hastings (1983) is notable in extending the
phenomenon to continuous spatial variation.

Feldman (1972) proposed that the essential direction of evo-
lution for the recombination modifiers was toward reduction in
recombination rates. Shortly thereafter, Karlin and McGregor
(1972, 1974) proposed an alternative idea, that the underlying
governor for the direction of modifier evolution was the ‘Mean
Fitness Principle’. The Mean Fitness Principle proposed that a
modifier allele increases when rare if and only if it changes the
parameter it controls to a value that would increase the mean
fitness of the population at equilibrium. Both reduction and
mean fitness principles explained the known results at that time.
However, Karlin and Carmelli (1975, Fig. 1) found a a coun-
terexample, where reducing recombination would decrease the
mean fitness of the population, while Feldman et al. (1980)
showed that, even for this example, an allele reducing recombi-
nation would grow in the population. Here, the reduction result
as a “principle” was articulated. Only the Reduction Princi-
ple remained unfalsified. Additional counterexamples to the
mean fitness principle have been found in subsequent modi-
fier gene studies (Uyenoyama and Waller, 1991a,b; Wiener and
Feldman, 1993).

2.3 Karlin’s Theorems
During the time period of these developments, Karlin had, iron-
ically, elucidated the deeper mathematical foundations for the
reduction principle himself — without realizing it.

Karlin was investigating a seemingly distant topic — how
population subdivision would affect the maintenance of ge-
netic variation. Different migration patterns and rates would
influence the protection of alleles against extinction, and to
understand the relationships, Karlin (1976, 1982) developed

two general theorems on the spectral radius of perturbations of
migration-selection systems.

The spectral radius is the growth rate for the whole set of
genotypes that comprise the perturbation as they approach a sta-
tionary distribution among themselves (a ‘quasi-species’ Eigen
and Schuster 1977). The general equation for the system is:

z(t+1) = M D z(t), (1)

where z is a nonnegative n-element vector of the quantities in
each of n states, M is a stochastic matrix that represents all the
processes that mix quantity between states, and D is a nonneg-
ative diagonal matrix of the growth rates of the quantity in each
state. The definitions of all the symbols are collected in Table
1 ahead in RESULTS.

In population genetics and ecology, systems are generally
nonlinear, and the linear recursion (1) represents the fate of
small populations perturbing an equilibrium; but it may also
represent populations when they are free to grow exponentially.
The vector z(t) can represent the frequencies of rare alleles, or
the densities of an introduced species at different sites, or the
absolute population sizes. Whether or not the population z(t)
can survive depends on whether the spectral radius ρ(MD) is
greater or less than 1.

Karlin’s theorems show how, for two different kinds of vari-
ation in migration, greater rates of mixing reduce the spectral
radius of the stability matrix for the system, and thus may cause
some alleles to lose their protection against extinction. Hence,
greater levels of mixing would lead to fewer polymorphic al-
leles. Preparatory to this work was the paper by Friedland and
Karlin (1975). The theorems first appear, without proof, in Kar-
lin (1976, pp. 642–647), and with proof as Theorems 5.1 and
5.2 in Karlin (1982). They are restated as follows:

Theorem 1 (Karlin’s Theorem 5.1). (1982, pp. 114–116, 197–
198)

Consider a family of stochastic matrices that commute and
are symmetrizable to positive definite matrices:

F := {Mi = D1SiD2 : MiMj = MjMi}, (2)

where D1 and D2 are positive diagonal matrices, and each Si
is a positive definite symmetric real matrix. Let D be a positive
diagonal matrix. Then for each Mi,Mj ∈ F , the spectral
radius, ρ, satisfies:

ρ(MiMjD) ≤ ρ(MjD).

Theorem 2 (Karlin’s Theorem 5.2). (1982, pp. 117–118, 194–
196)

Let M be a non-negative irreducible stochastic matrix. Con-
sider the family of matrices

M(α) = (1−α)I + αM, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (3)

Then for any positive diagonal matrix D, the spectral radius

ρ(α) = ρ(M(α)D)

is decreasing as α increases (strictly provided D 6= dI).
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In Theorem 5.1, ‘more mixing’ is produced by the applica-
tion of a second mixing operator; in Theorem 5.2, more mix-
ing is produced by the scalar multiplication of all the transi-
tion probabilities between states. In both cases, greater mix-
ing reduces the spectral radius, which represents the asymptotic
growth rate of a rare allele in Karlin’s analysis.

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 display certain tradeoffs in generality.
In Theorem 5.2, M may be any irreducible stochastic matrix,
but the variation in the matrix family is restricted to a single
parameter — the scaling of the transition probabilities. In The-
orem 5.1 on the other hand, the variation in the matrix family
is more general in that it has up to n−1 degrees of freedom
to vary (see Remark 41), but the matrix class itself is narrower
with the constraint that they be symmetrizable.

2.4 Application of Karlin’s theorems to the Evo-
lution of Dispersal and Genetic Systems

My own contribution to the reduction principle began with a
conjecture by Marcus Feldman (1980, personal communica-
tion). The theoretical existence of polymorphic equilibria for
genes controlling recombination and mutation rates had been
discovered by Feldman and Balkau (1973) and Feldman and
Krakauer (1976)). Generalizing from these examples, Feldman
conjectured that whenever a gene varies a parameter that en-
ters linearly into the recursion on the frequency dynamics, then
a polymorphic equilibrium for that gene would be possible in
which:

1. the population, when fixed on an allele producing a partic-
ular value of the parameter, is at an equilibrium;

2. each allele’s average value of the parameter is equal to that
particular value; and

3. the gene is in linkage equilibrium with the rest of the
genome.

Because condition 2. was analogous to the condition for alleles
under viability selection that their marginal fitnesses be equal
at equilibrium, these polymorphisms were called ‘viability-
analogous, Hardy-Weinberg’ (VAHW) modifier polymor-
phisms, ‘Hardy-Weinberg’ referring to linkage equilibrium (a
usage found in Karlin and Campbell 1978 and Karlin and Liber-
man 1978; alternatively, ‘Robbins proportions’ after Robbins
1918 is introduced by Ostergaard and Christiansen 1981).

The repeated appearance of the VAHW polymorphic equi-
libria, and the repeated occurrence of the reduction principle in
models of different phenomena (recombination, mutation, and
dispersal) prompted me to investigate the possible unification
of these phenomena, which is provided in Altenberg (1984).

It turns out that the only way a parameter can enter linearly in
the recursion is if it modifies transmission probabilities rather
than fitnesses. The approach to unification was to represent all
of the models in one general expression, in which the specifics
of the transmission probabilities P (i← j, k) (parents j and k

produce offspring i) (Geiringer, 1944) are ignored, while the
variation produced by the modifier locus is made explicit.

The form of variation studied was where the modifier gene
produces an equal scaling, m, of all transmission probabilities
between states, i.e. mP (i← j, k), when j 6= i or k 6= i. The
principal models that exhibited the reduction principle all in-
corporated this form of variation. Equal scaling of transmission
probabilities occurs when a single transformative event acts on
the transmitted information, and the modifier gene controls the
rate of this event (Altenberg, 2011).

With this explicit representation of variation, the models that
had exhibited the reduction principle had stability matrices of
the form M(m)D for newly introduced modifier alleles, where
M(m) = (1−m)I + mP as in Karlin’s theorem. Once this
structure is made evident, application of Karlin’s Theorem 5.2
immediately yields the result that the growth rate of a new mod-
ifier allele was a decreasing function of m, so if it reduced m
below the current value in the population, it would invade, and
if it increased m above the current level, it would go extinct.

Thus evolution would reduce the rates of all of these various
processes, and others that had never been modeled before but
which were covered by the general formulation. Prior studies
assumed only two alleles under selection, or two patches sub-
dividing the population, because they relied on explicit evalua-
tions of determinants or eigenvalues. Karlin’s theorem allowed
the result to be generalized to arbitrary numbers of alleles and
patches, arbitrary patterns of transformation, and arbitrary se-
lection regimes.

It should be noted that modifiers of segregation distortion
have altogether different dynamics (Prout et al., 1973; Thom-
son and Feldman, 1974, 1976; Hartl, 1975; Liberman, 1976;
Eshel, 1985; Lessard, 1985; Feldman and Otto, 1989) that merit
a separate classification, because segregation distortion yields a
matrix M that is no longer stochastic, except when the modifier
locus is unlinked to the locus undergoing segregation distortion
(Altenberg, 1984, pp. 170–178).

Slight structural differences among the models led to sep-
arate treatments for modifiers of mutation and recombination
(Altenberg 1984, pp. 106–169, Altenberg and Feldman 1987),
modifiers of dispersal (Altenberg, 1984, pp. 77–81, 178–199),
modifiers of rates of asexual vs. sexual reproduction (Id. pp.
199–203), and culturally transmitted modifiers of cultural trans-
mission — i.e. ‘traditionalism’ (Id. pp. 203–206). All of these
phenotypes manifest the reduction principle for the same un-
derlying reason, the spectral radius property shown in Karlin’s
Theorem 5.2.

Karlin’s Theorem 5.2 applies only to finite matrices. How-
ever, the same reduction result has appeared in models of dis-
persal in the infinite-dimensional systems of continuous space,
as Hastings (1983), and newer studies have found (Hutson et al.
1995, Lemma 5.2; Dockery et al. 1998, Lemma 2.1; Hutson
et al. 2003; Cantrell et al. 2010b).

Might there be an infinite-dimensional version of Karlin’s
Theorem 5.2? In fact, there is, taking the form ds(αA +
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V )/dα ≤ s(A), where s is the spectral bound, A is a resolvent
positive operator (the analog of M−I, where M is the stochas-
tic matrix), V is an operator of multiplication (the fitness func-
tion), and α > 0 is the ‘mixing’ rate (Altenberg, 2012). In reac-
tion diffusion models, s(A) ≤ 0, hence ds(αA + V )/dα ≤ 0,
i.e. the spectral bound can only decrease or remain constant as
the rate of mixing, α is increased. In finite and infinite dimen-
sional models, then, the reduction principle is found to manifest
a single mathematical phenomenon.

While Karlin’s proof of Theorem 5.2 relied upon the recently
minted variational formula for the spectral radius of Donsker
and Varadhan (1975), the generalization to infinite dimensions
is educed from a theorem of Kato (1982) which generalizes a
theorem of Cohen (1981) that relies on a theorem of Kingman
(1961a). It is notable that the results on the reduction princi-
ple from Feldman and coworkers, and the means to generalize
them from Donsker and Varadhan, Cohen, Friedland, Kato, and
Karlin, all came into being in the same time period, 1972–1982.

It is Karlin’s Theorem 5.1, however, that is the least explored.
It too is a source of useful mathematical techniques, which al-
low proof of a general multivariate reduction principle for mu-
tation/selection balance in multiple loci under arbitrary selec-
tion (Altenberg, 2011). It is Karlin’s Theorem 5.1 that will
prove the source of techniques utilized here to generalize the
results of McNamara and Dall (2011).

2.5 The Dispersal Modifier Results of Altenberg
(1984)

The results on the evolution of dispersal modifiers in Altenberg
(1984, pp. 77–81, 101–105, 137–146, 178–199, 218–223) will
be reviewed, since as mentioned earlier, unfamiliarity with the
work has led to recent duplication of some of its results (Kirk-
land et al., 2006). Moreover, the work includes early treat-
ments of source-sink dynamics (Holt, 1984, 1985; Pulliam,
1988), ideal free distributions as evolutionarily stable strategies
(McPeek and Holt, 1992), balanced dispersal (Doncaster et al.,
1997), and spatial inheritance (Schauber et al., 2007), which
have subsequently been extensively studied. The principal re-
sults are summarized:

1. It is necessary for populations at equilibrium to have
heterogeneous fitnesses or growth rates (i.e. sources and
sinks) in order to drive the invasion or extinction of disper-
sal modifiers (Altenberg, 1984, p. 199); this is quantified
as the ‘fitness load’ (Id., p. 191) (later called the ‘selection
potential’);

2. Populations with nonzero fitness load are always invadable
by dispersal-eliminating modifiers (Id., p. 195), whose se-
lective advantage is equal to the fitness load, which is al-
ways greater than the fitness variance (Id., p. 122);

3. Populations with a fitness load at equilibrium are also in-
vadable by modifiers that reduce dispersal to any degree
when the dispersal probabilities are scaled equally, and

they are protected against such modifiers that increase dis-
persal (Id., pp. 137, 199);

4. A modifier that increases dispersal can invade if it shifts
the dispersal pattern sufficiently in the direction of fitter
habitats; this is demonstrated for the Deakin model of dis-
persal (Id., pp. 141, 199);

5. ‘Viability analogous, Hardy-Weinberg’ polymorphic equi-
libria exist for dispersal modifiers (Id., pp. 188-189);

6. When frequency- or density-dependent selection make
ideal free distributions possible as a stable equilibrium,
then a polymorphism in dispersal strategies can exist if
the stationary distributions for each strategy can be con-
vexly combined to produce the ideal free distribution (Id.,
pp. 101–105). Such balanced-dispersal polymorphisms
are part of a larger class that include genes controlling
phenotype distributions such as the sex ratio, behavioral
contests, or resource preferences (Id., pp. 218–223).

7. It is conjectured for the soft-selection model that a disper-
sal pattern can always invade if its stationary distribution
is the idea free distribution, or if the ideal free distribution
is a convex combination of its stationary distribution and
that of the resident type (Id., p. 104). The ESS is in ac-
cord with Kimura’s (1960) Principle of Minimum Genetic
Load (Id., p. 105).

The generality of the results includes:

• arbitrary numbers of: patches, alleles for the dispersal-
modifying locus, and alleles for the locus under selection;

• arbitrary dispersal patterns between patches, which may
include conditional, unconditional, passive, active, asym-
metric, and cyclic dispersal;

• dispersal of either adults or gametes (but not dispersal of
zygotes, which breaks the Hardy-Weinberg frequencies of
diploids and complicates the analysis);

• arbitrary hard or soft selection patterns on diploids and ga-
metes based on the patch and the genotype.

The species has a life cycle of random mating, semelparous re-
production, and dispersal. The modifier gene controls the set of
probabilities of dispersing between patches. Analysis is made
of the evolutionary stability of populations near equilibrium.

2.5.1 Heterogeneous Growth Rates are Necessary for Dis-
persal Evolution

The most basic result is that in order for the frequency of any
new modifier allele to grow or decline at a geometric rate in a
stationary population, there must be heterogeneity in the patch-
or genotype-specific growth rates.
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The maintenance of heterogenous growth rates in popula-
tions at equilibrium was first identified and analyzed by Hal-
dane (1937) for the case of mutation/selection balance. Muller
(1950) coined the term ‘genetic load’ to describe this hetero-
geneity. The heterogeneity of growth rates that can emerge in
stationary populations undergoing dispersal is another ‘genetic
load’ phenomenon. Because the ‘dispersal load’ need not in-
volve genes (Hastings, 1983), the term adopted in Altenberg
(1984) for the general phenomenon was ‘fitness load’.

Above-average and below-average growth rates in the case of
dispersal are referred to as ‘source’ and ‘sink’ patches, respec-
tively by Holt (1984, 1985) and Pulliam (1988). As empha-
sized by Watkinson and Sutherland (1995), Kawecki and Holt
(2002), and Kawecki (2004, 2008), it is possible for the source-
sink pattern to be due entirely to dispersal patterns pushing the
patches above or below their carrying capacities. Whether a
patch is an ‘absolute sink’, or ‘pseudo-sink’, ‘relative sink’
is irrelevant to the invasion dynamics of the system; only the
heterogeneity of growth rates matters, screening off (Salmon,
1971, 1984; Brandon, 1984, 1990) their underlying causes.
This point is later addressed by Rousset (1999).

The reason that equilibrium populations require sources and
sinks, or ‘fitness load’, to drive the evolution of dispersal (or
mutation, recombination, or other transformation processes) is
described as follows:

Those transformation types which have induced their
marginal fitnesses to be greater that the mean fit-
ness of the population by causing themselves to occur
more frequently with the fitter types in the popula-
tion, will increase in overall frequency. Hitchhiking,
then, is the essential mechanism by which neutral,
perfectly transmitted transformation types evolve.

For evolution by hitchhiking, the nature of the dy-
namics is quite different between populations that are
in a transient phase of their evolution and populations
that have reached an equilibrium. In fact, one might
expect that at an equilibrium, because there are no
changes in the frequencies, there could be no hitch-
hiking effects at all. However, recall that when trans-
formation is occurring, there may be differences in
the marginal fitnesses among the types present, and
that this requires a constant net “flow” by transfor-
mation from the fitter types to the less fit. By alter-
ing this “flow”, a transformation type can come to
be non-randomly associated with the selected types,
and may therefore acquire a marginal fitness different
from the mean of the population. We would expect,
therefore, that a prerequisite for evolution to occur
among transformation types when the population is
at equilibrium is that there be a standing variance in
the marginal fitnesses of the types present, and this
will be seen to be true. (Id., pp. 86–87)

A quantitative measurement of the heterogeneity in fitnesses

which enters into the evolutionary dynamics is the expression
for the ‘fitness load’,

V :=
maxi(Di)
meani(Di)

− 1,

where Di are the type-specific fitnesses. The term ‘selection
potential’ is adopted in Altenberg and Feldman (1987) because
V is the actual maximum potential selective advantage avail-
able to any neutral modifier allele, and because of the analogy
to potentials in physical systems. V may potentially range as
high as (1/φ)−1, where φ is the smallest probability in the pop-
ulation that an offspring has an identical genotype and habitat
of its parent (Id., pp. 57–64). This is typically a very small
value, so V in nature has a high upper bound. V > 0 is neces-
sary for any geometric growth or decline in the modifier allele.
The condition V = 0 is what defines a population at an ‘ideal
free distribution’ (Fretwell and Lucas, 1969; Fretwell, 1972).

For the dispersal modifier model in Altenberg (1984), the
selection potential is

V := max
e,i

nS(e) w(e, i)
nD(e) w(e)

− 1, (4)

and is positive if there are differences among the terms

nS(e) w(e, i)
nD(e) w(e)

, (5)

over the patches e, and genotypes i (Id., Theorem 3.25, p. 191),
where

nS(e) is the population size in patch e after selection,

nD(e) is the population size in patch e after dispersal,

w(e) is the mean fitness in patch e,

w(e, i) is the mean fitness of the allele i under selection in
patch e,

nS(e) = n(e)w(e) under hard selection, and nS(e) is fixed
under soft selection.

Here, ‘soft selection’ is used as in Christiansen (1975) and Kar-
lin (1982) to mean that each deme is at its carrying capacity
when dispersal occurs, so that it contributes a fixed proportion
to immigrant pools independently of its genetic composition or
initial number of recruits.

One can see the two sources for a selection potential in (4)
(Id., p. 192): genetic, i.e. variation inw(e, i)/w(e), and ecolog-
ical, i.e. variation in nS(e)/nD(e) (as pointed out by Hastings
1983, and referred to in the earlier quote of Olivieri et al. 1995).

2.5.2 Dispersal Reducers Can Invade Populations with
Heterogeneous Growth Rates

The main results obtained for the evolution of dispersal rates are
the manifestation of the Reduction Principle. First, an equilib-
rium with a positive selection potential can always be invaded
by a modifier allele that eliminates dispersal.
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Result 3 (Migration Eliminator). (Altenberg, 1984, Result
3.27, pp. 195–197)

A modifier allele which stops all migration will always in-
crease when introduced to a population with an equilibrium fit-
ness load, for any linkage to the locus under selection. There is
always some deme in which the migration-stopping allele can
increase.

The same essential result, without the genetics, has been
found again by Parvinen (1999, Theorem 2).

For modifier with graded effects on dispersal, to make the
analysis tractable required there be no recombination between
the modifier locus and the selected locus. Under tight linkage,
the stability matrix for the frequency vector, ε(t), of the new
modifier allele decomposes into a direct sum of blocks for each
allele i under selection. Each block matrix acts on the frequen-
cies of allele i over the N patches, εi(t) := [εe,i(t)]Ne=1:

εi(t+1) = D1 [(1−m)I+mM] D2(i) εi(t), (6)

where M is the matrix of average dispersal probabilities pro-
duced by modifier alleles in the resident population, and

D1 = diag

[
1

nD(e)

]N
e=1

,D2(i)= diag

[
nS(e)w(e, i)

w(e)

]N
e=1

.

Definitions of the symbols are collected in Table 1 in RESULTS.
The main result can then be stated:

Result 4 (Altenberg 1984, Result 3.28, p. 199).

1. The new modifier allele, a, can change frequency at a ge-
ometric rate, that is, ρ(MaD1D2(i)) 6= 1, only if there
is an equilibrium fitness load in the population, so that
D1D2(i) 6= I.

2. The spectral radius for the new modifier allele, a, depends
only on how its marginal migration matrix Ma is related
to the equilibrium marginal migration matrix M. The re-
sults of Theorem 3.14 for linear variation and of Theorem
3.2b for affine variation among memoryless distributions
therefore apply directly.

Referred to above, Theorem 3.14 (Theorem 5 below) is the
main Reduction Principle result, while Theorem 3.2b (Theorem
6 below) is an example of departure from reduction.

Theorem 5 (Reduction in Dispersal). (Altenberg, 1984, Theo-
rem 3.14, p. 137)

For a tightly linked modifier locus, when a new modifier
allele, a, is introduced to a population at a stable viability-
analogous, tensor product equilibrium [VAHW], where there
is a variance in the marginal fitnesses of the selected types
present, then for m as defined in (6), the new modifier allele
frequency will increase if m < 1, and it will be excluded if
m > 1.

Theorem 5 is proven directly by Karlin’s Theorem 5.2, which
shows in addition that the asymptotic growth rate of the new
modifier allele increases as m decreases, throughout the range
of m.

The second theorem investigates departures from the reduc-
tion of dispersal. It posits a modifier that shifts dispersal be-
tween two different Deakin migration patterns and rates of dis-
persal.

In the following, α and β are the two dispersal rates, and p
and q are different vectors of the probabilities of settling in each
site. The vectors’ elements are pi, qi, etc., w is the mean fitness,
ρ(M(m)D) is the spectral radius of M(m)D, v(M(m)D) is
the stationary distribution of M(m)D (the normed right Perron
vector), and Covv(·, ·) is the v-weighted covariance:

Theorem 6 (Shift Between Deakin Models). (Altenberg, 1984,
Theorem 3.2b, p. 139–146)

Let D = diag
[
wi/w

]n
i=1
≥ 0, and

M(m)=(1−m)[(1−α)I+αq e>]+m[(1−β)I+βp e>], (7)

where α, β ∈ [0, 1], q,p ≥ 0,
∑n
i=1 pi =

∑n
i=1 qi = 1, m ∈

(0, 1), e is the vector of ones, and e> its transpose.
Let m∗ and w be such that ρ(M(m∗)D) = 1, and v ≡

v(M(m∗)D). Define γi := (1−m)αqi + mβpi and γ :=
(1−m)α+mβ.

Then

d
dm

ρ(M(m)D)
∣∣∣∣
m=m∗

=

(
γ2

n∑
i=1

v2
iwi
γi

)−1 [
(α−β)

n∑
i=1

v2
i (wi−w)2

wγi

+ αβ

{
(1− γ)

n∑
i=1

vi(wi − w)(pi−qi)
γi

+ γ Covv

(
wi,

pi − qi
γi

)}]
,

unless αqi + βpi = 0 for any i, in which case

d
dm

ρ(M(m)D)
∣∣∣∣
m=m∗

=
α− β
1−γ .

Theorem 6 is obtained through implicit differentiation. If
α = 0 and β = 1 or vice versa, it represents the Deakin model
of unconditional dispersal (Deakin, 1966) or Kingman’s ‘House
of Cards’ mutation model (Kingman, 1978, 1980) (Altenberg
and Feldman, 1987, Result 4). Determinants are used by Parvi-
nen (1999, model (1)) to show that dρ(M(m)D)/dm is nega-
tive when α = 0 and β = 1, but this is subsumed by the above.

If α, β > 0 and q 6= p, (7) represents a shift between
two Deakin dispersal patterns (termed ‘affine variation’).
We see two terms in (8), a ‘reduction-principle term’, and a
‘directed-variation term’ (see Principle 1 in the DISCUSSION).
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The reduction-principle term is the always-positive chunk mul-
tiplied by α−β, so ifm changes in the same direction as α−β,
it helps the invasion of the new allele. The directed-variation
term is the chunk multiplied by αβ. It is positive if fitnesses
wi covary with the change in the dispersal distribution, pi − qi,
helping the invasion of the new modifier allele if it shifts the
distribution toward higher fitnesses. The balance between
the reduction-principle term and the directed-variation term
determines the fate of the new modifier allele.

Karlin’s Theorem 5.2, and the related dispersal modifier re-
sults above, were recently duplicated by Kirkland et al. (2006,
Theorem 3.1, Lemma 4.2). They use a novel, structure-based
proof for their version of Karlin’s Theorem 5.2. They apply the
theorem to the evolution of unconditional dispersal, and prove
a special case of Altenberg (1984, Result 3.28 and Theorem
3.14) without the genetics, mating, and multiple life history
stages. Their results are extended to continuous-time models by
Schreiber and Lloyd-Smith (2009, online Appendix B). A dif-
ferent proof for the continuous-time result is given in Altenberg
(2010) which follows Karlin’s use of the Donsker-Varadhan
(1975) formula for the spectral radius from his proof of The-
orem 5.2.

The level of genetic detail analyzed in Altenberg (1984) is
intermediate between that of Liberman and Feldman (1989),
who solve the internal and external stability of complete poly-
morphisms in the two-patch model for arbitrary linkage of the
modifier locus, and that of Kirkland et al. (2006), who do not in-
clude any genetics. Kirkland et al. (2006), however, extend the
analysis in other new directions. They cover dispersal variation
under density-dependent selection for the general case where
growth rates decline with increasing population size (ibid., as-
sumptions A1–A3, which were studied earlier by Asmussen
1983, who also includes density-dependent dispersal). Kirk-
land et al. (2006) also cover the case of reducible dispersal ma-
trices (ibid., Theorem 4.4), the case of lossy dispersal (ibid.,
assumption A4), and the fate of the modifier allele beyond the
initial increase (ibid., Theorem 3.3). They examine conditional
dispersers, and investigate the evolutionary stability of ideal
free distributions.

2.5.3 Ideal Free Distributions Under Soft Selection and an
ESS Conjecture

Fretwell and Lucas (1969) (Fretwell, 1972) proposed the “ideal
free distribution” as an evolutionarily stable state for disper-
sal behavior. There is a great deal of recent work on ideal
free distributions as evolutionarily stable states, including both
discrete- and continuous-space models (Leturque and Rousset,
2002; Kirkland et al., 2006; Cantrell et al., 2007; Averill et al.,
2011; Cantrell et al., 2010a,b; Munther, 2011; Cantrell et al.,
2012; Cosner et al., 2011; Gejji et al., 2012). A detailed review
of this literature would take us beyond the subject at hand.

In Altenberg (1984), it is already clear from Result 3, Result
4, and Theorem 5 that a population with a positive selection

potential at equilibrium is always invadable and thus never at
an evolutionarily stable state (for a more recent statement, see
Cantrell et al. (2007, Theorem 2)). Thus an evolutionarily sta-
ble state must have V = 0, which under hard selection would
be produced by loss of all but the fittest variants or inhabiting
of only the fittest habitats, but under soft selection, can come
about by an equilibration of fitnesses through an ideal free dis-
tribution (An alternate route to this conclusion was taken by
Doebeli 1995 and Lebreton et al. 2000 by showing that for any
dispersal matrix M, unless D = c I, the derivative of ρ(MD)
is nonzero for some direction of perturbation of M.)

Conditions that produce ideal free distributions are examined
(Id., pp. 101–105), pre-dating the results of McPeek and Holt
(1992). “Ideal free distribution” was not used, but rather distri-
butions “where all the fitnesses have equilibrated”. The motiva-
tion was genetic rather than ecological: to find means by which
asexual populations can maintain protected modifier polymor-
phisms. Neutral modifier polymorphisms are not protected in
asexual organisms in the absence of frequency or density de-
pendence (Id., pp. 95–96), but frequency-dependent selection
makes modifier allele protection possible. The situation con-
sidered is where the types under selection (the type may be a
gene, patch, cultural trait, etc.) experience increasing fitnesses
as they become more rare, so that a stable polymorphism of
selected types, ẑ, exists where fitnesses are equalized.

The stationary distribution containing a modifier polymor-
phism is composed as ẑ =

∑ν
a=1 xaza, where xa is the fre-

quency of modifier a in the population,
∑ν

a=1 xa = 1, and za

is the stationary distribution of the subpopulation containing
modifier type a over the selected types (e.g. patches or via-
bility alleles). At equilibrium, each modifier type must satisfy
wza = MaDza, where w is the mean fitness of the population,
Ma is the transmission matrix determined by modifier type a,
and D is the selection matrix. In an ideal free distribution, fit-
nesses are equalized, i.e. D = w I, so each modifier type must
satisfy za = Maza, which is the stationary distribution of the
transmission matrix Ma governing the organism.

Therefore, the ideal free distribution ẑ =
∑ν

a=1 xav(Ma)
is attainable only if ẑ can be crafted from a convex combi-
nation of the transmission matrices’ stationary distributions,
v(Ma). This is referred to as a ‘balanced-mixture polymor-
phism’, which can apply to any types under transformation,
and in the case of dispersal, is synonymous with the ‘balanced
dispersal’ polymorphisms later described in McPeek and Holt
(1992), and named such by Doncaster et al. (1997). We thus
have the result:

Result 7 (Attainability of ‘Balanced Dispersal’). (Altenberg,
1984, p. 103)

1. A generic necessary condition for ẑ =
∑ν

a=1 hav(Ma)
is that there be as many dispersal variants as there are
patches, i.e. ν ≥ n.

2. If the ideal free distribution ẑ falls outside the convex hull
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of {v(Ma)}, i.e. if

ẑ /∈ {
ν∑

a=1

hav(Ma) : ha ≥ 0,
ν∑

a=1

ha = 1},

then no balanced-mixture polymorphism is possible, and
[excluding degenerate cases] any polymorphic equilib-
rium must have a positive selection potential V > 0.

3. When v(P) 6= ẑ, variation of the form Ma = (1−ma)I+
maP is not capable of producing a balanced-mixture poly-
morphism, because v(Ma) = v(P) 6= ẑ for all ma.

Item 1. is analogous to the result in the frequency-dependent
selection model of Slatkin (1979, pp. 387-388). Item 2. was
recently found again by Cantrell et al. (2012, implicitly in Def-
inition 2).

The invasibility conditions are explored for the soft selec-
tion model of Christiansen (1975), where the proportion of the
population in each patch at the time of dispersal is set to be its
carrying capacity, represented by the vector c. Thus the patch-
specific fitnesses are Di(z) = ci/zi, hence D(c) = I, and thus
ẑ = c. If resident population has an irreducible dispersal ma-
trix M∗ with stationary distribution v(M∗) 6= c, then V > 0
at equilibrium (Id., p. 193).

A numerical study of dispersal modifiers in the soft selection
model led to the following ESS conjecture:

Conjecture 8 (Ideal Free Distribution as ESS). (Altenberg,
1984, p. 104)

In the soft selection model (Di(z) = ci/zi), let the resi-
dent population have dispersal matrix M∗ with stationary
distribution v(M∗) 6= c. Three evolutionary outcomes
seem possible:

1. Any variant with M = (1−α)I + αM∗ and α < 1 can
invade and displace the resident.

2. Any dispersal variant whose migration matrix, M, has
v(M) = c will be able to invade and displace the resi-
dent, regardless of the overall rate of dispersal it causes.

3. For the two patch case, a dispersal variant that has matrix
M can invade if

c1M21 > c2M12 when c1M∗21 < c2M
∗
12, or

c1M21 < c2M12 when c1M∗21 > c2M
∗
12,

and the two dispersal types will go to a balanced-mixture
polymorphism where the portions of the population in the
demes after migration are the ideal free distribution c.

The conjectured behavior under a different density depen-
dence function was later found by McPeek and Holt (1992, pp.
1015-1016) for the case of two patches. Kirkland et al. (2006,
pp. 1376-1377) found a form of density dependence where the
behavior in item 2. does not hold, and conjectured another form
of density dependence where it would hold (ibid., Conjecture

5.1). For a continuous-time version of the model, Cantrell et al.
(2012, Theorem 3) found that that behavior follows item 2..

The topic is concluded (Id., p. 105) by recalling the broad
conjecture of Kimura (1960, 1967), his ‘Principle of Minimum
Genetic Load’. Kimura’s proposal was that the equilibration of
fitnesses was the ultimate evolutionarily stable state:

I now assume that, in the course of evolution, µ
and h are adjusted by the accumulation of modifiers
such that [the mean fitness] will be maximized, or
more strictly the total genetic load under considera-
tion L = Lm + Le will be minimized. More gen-
erally, I believe that in the course of evolution, im-
portant genetic parameters of each species tend to
be adjusted in such direction that the total genetic
load L = Lm + Ls + Le + . . . will be minimized.
This is my view on the course of evolution, and I
would like to call it the principle of minimum ge-
netic load. Here Ls denotes the segregational load,
and certainly there must be other types of genetic
load yet to be defined. (Kimura, 1960, p. 25)

This is the extent of exploration of ideal free distributions as
evolutionarily stable states in Altenberg (1984). But there is an
additional discussion (Id. pp. 218–223) of how these ‘balanced
mixture’ polymorphisms comprise a class that is much larger
than models of dispersal, or even modifier genes in general.
This class includes phenotype-distribution models, in which
genes do not map to single phenotypes, but control the distri-
bution of phenotypes of their bearers.

Phenotype-distribution models lie at the end-point of a con-
tinuum with models of modifiers of transmission (Id., p. 222).
For example, the phenotype-distribution model of (Slatkin,
1979) can be seen to be a ‘House of Cards’ mutation model, or
Deakin (1966) dispersal model, where the mutation or disper-
sal rate is set to 1, i.e. m = 1 in M(m) = (1−m)I +mpa e>

(making it the same form as the Levene 1953 model of disper-
sal). Then pa is the distribution of phenotypes determined by
a modifier genotype a. For m < 1, information on the pheno-
type is transmitted between generations, but when m = 1, the
phenotype ceases to be a store of transmissible of information.

Examples of phenotype-distribution models that exhibit
balanced-mixture polymorphisms are cited, including: habi-
tat preference (Rausher, 1984), behavioral contests (Maynard
Smith, 1981), sex ratio (Eshel and Feldman, 1982; Karlin and
Lessard, 1983), kin selection (Uyenoyama et al., 1981), and fre-
quency dependence in general Slatkin (1979); Lessard (1984).
These citations are only representative samples of the large lit-
erature on each subject.

Slatkin (1979) (also see Lloyd 1988) analyzed a general
phenotype-distribution model and concluded that “frequency-
and density-dependent selection in a polymorphic species will
tend to equilibrate the fitnesses of the different phenotypic
classes at an evolutionary equilibrium,” — which is to say, they
evolve toward an ideal free distribution of phenotypes.

Subsequent research on ideal free distributions and ‘balanced
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dispersal’ polymorphisms usually cite the soft selection model
of McPeek and Holt (1992) as the root of the citation tree, e.g.
Lemel et al. (1997), Diffendorfer (1998), and Tattersall et al.
(2004). As can be seen in this review, the results of McPeek and
Holt (1992) were preceded by earlier results on balanced dis-
persal and ideal free distributions, and a considerable body of
work on balanced phenotype-distributions only touched upon
here.

2.6 DEPARTURES FROM REDUCTION

While the reduction phenomenon occurs throughout a diverse
class of evolutionary models, there are four principal classes
in which departures from reduction are found. The first
three classes, which will not be further addressed here, are
the extinction-recolonization (metapopulation) models (Levins,
1969; Jansen and Vitalis, 2007), discrete site-occupation mod-
els (Hamilton and May, 1977; Motro, 1982a,b, 1983; Ronce
et al., 1998; Metz and Gyllenberg, 2001), and the situations
in which the population is kept in transient phases away from
equilibrium, due to

• genetic drift (e.g. the Hill-Robertson effect (Barton and
Otto, 2005; Roze and Barton, 2006; Keightley and Otto,
2006), also Gillespie (1981a));

• directional selection (Maynard Smith, 1980, 1988);

• varying selection regimes (Charlesworth, 1976; Maynard
Smith, 1980; Gillespie, 1981b; Ishii et al., 1989; Sasaki
and Iwasa, 1987; Maynard Smith, 1988; Bergman and
Feldman, 1990; Wiener and Tuljapurkar, 1994; Schreiber
and Li, 2011; Blanquart and Gandon, 2010);

• flux of beneficial mutations (Eshel, 1973a,b; Kessler and
Levine, 1998); or

• cyclic or chaotic attractors (Holt and McPeek, 1996).

The remaining class, the one of interest here, comprises cases
of populations near equilibrium where variation in transmis-
sion departs from the form M(m) = (1 −m)I +mM (3). A
principal source of these departures is the interaction of multi-
ple transformation processes that change the transmissible in-
formation of the organism. Studies of multiple transformation
processes that exhibit departures from the reduction principle
include the evolution of:

• recombination in the presence of mutation (Feldman
et al., 1980; Charlesworth, 1990; Otto and Feldman, 1997;
Pylkov et al., 1998). The greatest attention has been given
to this combination. The departures from the reduction
result in this case are the basis of the ‘deterministic mu-
tation hypothesis’ for the evolution of sex (Kondrashov,
1982, 1984; Kouyos et al., 2007).

• recombination in the presence of dispersal (Charlesworth
and Charlesworth, 1979; Pylkov et al., 1998);

• multiple mutation processes (Altenberg, 1984, pp. 137–
151);

• recombination in the presence of segregation and syn-
gamy (which self-fertilization exposes in the recursion)
(Charlesworth et al., 1979; Holsinger and Feldman,
1983a);

• mutation in the presence of segregation and syngamy (ex-
posed in the recursion by self-fertilization (Holsinger and
Feldman, 1983b), or fertility selection (Holsinger et al.,
1986; Twomey and Feldman, 1990));

• dispersal in the presence of mutation and recombination
(Roze and Rousset, 2005);

• diffusion in the presence of advection, and vice versa
(Hambrock, 2007; Hambrock and Lou, 2009).

The pattern of departures from the reduction principle caused
by multiple transformation processes was summarized in Al-
tenberg (1984, pp. 149, 225–228) by a simple heuristic:

The principle of partial control: When the modifier gene has
only partial control over the transformations occurring at
loci under selection, then it may be possible for the part
which it controls to evolve an increase in rates.

In several cases where multiple transformation processes
produce departures from reduction, the stability matrix on the
modifier gene has the form

M(m) = (1−m)A +mB, (8)

where A 6= I and B 6= I are stochastic matrices, and B −
A 6= c(P − I) for any stochastic P or c ≥ 0. Here, Karlin’s
Theorem 5.2 does not apply, leaving an entire class of models
as an unsolved open problem.

Matrices of the form (8) appear when the modifier gene re-
combines with the loci under selection (Feldman 1972, Al-
tenberg 1984, p. 135, Altenberg and Feldman 1987), but this
does not alter the reduction result (Altenberg, 2009))

2.6.1 Distinction Between Forms of Dispersal and Forms
of Variation in Dispersal

Matrices of the form (8) appear in models of conditional disper-
sal where increased dispersal can evolve. A distinction needs to
be made, however, between the form of dispersal and the form
of variation in dispersal.

In the dispersal literature, the reduction principle is generally
associated with ‘unconditional dispersal’, and departures from
reduction with ‘conditional dispersal’ (e.g. McPeek and Holt
1992, Padrón and Trevisan 2006, Kirkland et al. 2006). This
association, however, is not due to dispersal being conditional
or unconditional, but is due to the variation in dispersal having
the forms (1−m)A+mB versus (1−m)I+mB, respectively.

These two properties — the form of variation in dispersal,
and whether dispersal is conditional or unconditional — are in
fact separable. Consider, for illustration, a model of conditional
dispersal of the general form M = I − C + PC, where C is
the diagonal matrix of conditional dispersal rates, and P is the
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dispersal pattern (Kirkland et al., 2006). Let variation in dis-
persal be introduced via a parameter m that scales the dispersal
probabilities, to give M(m) = I−mC +mPC. In this case,
M(m) is actually of the form (1−m)I +mB:

M(m) = I−mC +mPC

= (1−m)I +m[I + (P− I)C], (9)

and B = I + (P − I)C is a stochastic matrix. For this case
of conditional dispersal, the reduction principle operates on the
evolution of m by Theorem 5.

Conversely, consider the model of variation that shifts dis-
persal between two unconditional dispersal strategies given by
(7):

M(m) = (1−m)[(1−α)I+αq e>] +m[(1−β)I+βp e>].

It has the form (1−m)A+mB, and departures from reduction
can occur. So we see that what determines whether the reduc-
tion principle applies is not whether dispersal is conditional or
unconditional, but whether or not variation in dispersal is of the
form (1−m)I +mB.

Variation not of the form (1−m)I +mB allows many pos-
sibilities. In a survey of open problems in the spectral analysis
of evolutionary dynamics, Altenberg (2004) characterized the
open question that stems from the reduction principle and its
departures:

Open Question (3.1 in Altenberg 2004 ). Let A and B be ir-
reducible stochastic matrices, and let D 6= c I be a positive
diagonal matrix. Define

M(m) = (1−m)A +mB.

For what conditions on A, B, and D is the spectral radius
ρ(M(m)D) strictly decreasing in m, for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1, [or]

d
dm

ρ(M(m)D) < 0?

This open problem brings us back to the random environment
model of McNamara and Dall (2011).

3 THE MODEL OF MCNAMARA AND

DALL (2011)

The model of McNamara and Dall (2011, eq. (D.10)) has the
recursion:

z(t+1) = M(m) D z(t), (10)

where

M(m) := (1−m)P +mπ e>. (11)

This is an example of ‘partial control’ (8), where we set A = P
and B = π e>, π being the stationary distribution for stochas-
tic matrix P, i.e. Pπ = π. The control exerted by m over the

transformations occurring in the system in (11) is only ‘partial’
because the environment itself undergoes transformation, rep-
resented by P, and the organism cannot eliminate P, but only
shift between P and π e>.

A major point of interest is that McNamara and Dall find con-
ditions on P that produce departures from the reduction result,
providing another example of the principle of partial control.
This contributes towards answering the open problem posed in
Altenberg (2004), above.

What the McNamara and Dall model represents is described
as follows. The number of individuals in environment i at time
t is zi(t), and the number after one iteration of reproduction
and dispersal is zi(t+1).

1. An individual is born into a site with environment type i;

2. The individual reproduces on the site, and produces an
average of Di offspring when in environment i;

3. Each offspring disperses independently with probability
m to a random site;

4. There are an infinite number of sites, and each genera-
tion, sites of environment type j change randomly and
independently to type i with probability Mij ;

5. The environments of the sites have reached a stationary
distribution, so the probability that a random site will be
in environment state i is πi.

Recursion (10) in summation form is:

zi(t+1) = (1−m)
∑
j

PijDjzj(t) +mπi
∑
j

Djzj(t).

McNamara and Dall (2011) obtain analytical results for the case
of n = 2 types of environment:[

z1(t+1)
z2(t+1)

]
= MD

[
z1(t)
z2(t)

]
, (12)

where

D =
[
D1 0
0 D2

]
, (13)

and

M=(1−m)
[
1−P21 P12

P21 1−P21

]
+m

[
π1 π1

1−π1 1−π1

]
. (14)

The model is notable for how it represents environmental
randomness. The common way to model randomly changing
environments would be to let z(t) represent the population size
in each patch, M represent the dispersal between patches, and
let the matrix of environment-specific growth rates, D, be a
random variable (e.g. Khaladi et al. 2011) or time-dependent
variable (e.g. Karlin 1982, pp. 90–92, 103–104, 140–145) on
each patch, yielding a system

z(t) = M D(t) M D(t−1) . . .M D(2) M D(1) z(0). (15)
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The analysis of such models can be challenging, requiring
a resort to approximations or numerical analysis (see Gille-
spie 1981b, Tuljapurkar 1990, Wiener and Tuljapurkar 1994).
Progress is being made in this area, however — for example the
analysis of a two-cycle model for the evolution of dispersal by
Schreiber and Li (2011) and the random growth rate model of
Khaladi et al. (2011).

When the random process of changing environments is in-
dependent among all the patches, as the number of patches
becomes large, the system becomes deterministic in the same
way that the Wright-Fisher model becomes deterministic for
large populations. This allows one to stop keeping track of
each patch, and just keep track of the number of individuals
in each environment type, which is what McNamara and Dall
do in (10). This tremendously simplifies the analysis.

3.1 Clues to the Generalization of the Results
The original motivation for this paper was to generalize the re-
sults of McNamara and Dall (2011) to an arbitrary number of
environments, and to gain insight into why their model pro-
duces departures from the reduction phenomenon. Their results
reveal four clues that lead to the solution of this generalization:

1. The harmonic mean: McNamara and Dall (2011) find
that departures from the reduction phenomenon are de-
termined by the critical condition τ−1

1 + τ−1
2 < 1, where

τi is the expected duration of environment i. This expres-
sion is part of the harmonic mean, 2/(τ−1

1 + τ−1
2 ). Could

the harmonic mean of τi figure into a generalization of
their results?

2. The second eigenvalue: The terms τ−1
1 and τ−1

2 derive
from the probabilities in P: τ−1

1 = 1 − P11 and τ−1
2 =

1−P22, so the critical condition τ−1
1 +τ−1

2 < 1 translates
to 1 < P11 + P22. The term P11 + P22 also appears in
the second eigenvalue of P, λ2(P) = 1 − P11 − P22. Is
this a coincidence? Because we see that the critical con-
dition is in fact λ2(P) < 0, which is precisely when P no
longer meets the condition of Karlin’s Theorem 5.1 that
P be symmetrizable to a positive definite matrix. By ex-
trapolation, could a general condition for departures from
reduction be that all the eigenvalues of P besides 1 be
negative?

3. The limiting distribution: The two matrices in (11), P,
and π e>, are not arbitrary, but have the relation π e> =
limt→∞Pt. This means, notably, that they commute:
P(π e>) = (π e>)P = π e>, and thus satisfy one key
condition of Karlin’s Theorem 5.1.

4. Symmetrizability: Since clues 2. and 3. show the relation-
ship between the results of McNamara and Dall an Kar-
lin’s Theorem 5.1, and we note that irreducible 2× 2 ma-
trices are always symmetrizable, might we want to retain
symmetrizability in P as we try to generalize the results
to n× n matrices?

By following the last clue and constraining P to be sym-
metrizable as in (2), we shall find it tractable to generalize the
results of McNamara and Dall (2011), and we shall see that the
conjectures prompted by the first and second clues are true.

Symmetrizable stochastic matrices are equivalent to the tran-
sition matrices of ergodic reversible Markov chains (Altenberg,
2011, Lemma 2). A Markov chain is reversible when the proba-
bility of cycles in one direction equals the probability of cycles
in the opposite direction (Ross, 1983, Theorem 4.7.1, p. 127).
In nature, directional cycles of environmental change may be
more the rule than the exception, however. Cycling is included
in some results here (Theorem 30) but reversibility is required
for Theorem 33 and its related results.

Theorem 33 actually steps beyond the McNamara and Dall
model and yields results for the more general form M(m) =
P[(1−m)I + mQ], where P and Q satisfy condition (2) in
Karlin’s Theorem 5.1. It turns out that the generalization of the
reduction principle to mutation rates among multiple loci (Al-
tenberg, 2011, Theorem 2) is actually a special case of Theorem
33. This again illustrates the fact that genetic, spatial, cultural,
and other transmissible information all belong to a single math-
ematical framework, and that results from one domain can often
translate easily into results in other domains.

4 RESULTS

The results presented here are primarily mathematical, but qual-
itative descriptions of the results are collected at the beginning
of the DISCUSSION. The MATHEMATICAL METHODS sec-
tion collects the longer proofs to ease the reading of the RE-
SULTS, and the two sections are kept adjacent to ease their
cross-references. Moreover, since some of the mathematical
methods are not well known, but promise broader applicabil-
ity, they are presented in the body of the paper rather than as an
appendix or online supplement because they are a principal fea-
ture of the paper. They are techniques that allow one to obtain
analytic results for arbitrary numbers of patches, environments,
or genotypes. Many theoretical studies continue to limit their
analysis to models with only n = 2 patches or genotypes be-
cause they rely on explicit calculation of the eigenvalues, eigen-
vectors, or characteristic polynomials (e.g. McNamara and Dall
2011, Steinmeyer and Wilke 2009). In some cases this limita-
tion can be removed.

4.1 The Fitness-Abundance Covariance

McNamara and Dall (2011) describe their concept of a ‘mul-
tiplier effect’ without explicitly giving it a mathematical def-
inition. But it is clear from their usage in McNamara and
Dall (2011, online Appendix A, Theorem A) that what they are
thinking about can be summarized by the covariance between

1. the growth rates in each environment, and
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2. the excess abundance of the population in that environ-
ment over what it would be without heterogeneous growth
rates.

The importance of taking the covariance with respect to the
excess in the distribution, rather than a simple covariance be-
tween fitness and the distribution will be explained shortly. The
latter has been called the ‘growth-density covariance’ (Ches-
son, 2000; Snyder and Chesson, 2003)). While the verbal argu-
ments of McNamara and Dall would seem to refer to the latter,
their quantitative results clearly refer to the former.

McNamara and Dall (2011, p. 237) write, “One underappre-
ciated consequence of the multiplier effect is that because in-
dividuals tend to be in locations to which they are well suited,
its mere existence informs an organism that it is liable to be
in favourable circumstances”; and, “individuals tend to be in
locations to which they are well suited.” Based on their math-
ematical results, however, a more accurate description of the
‘multiplier effect’ would be that an organism is more likely to be
in a favorable habitat than it would be if there were no growth
advantage there, not that the organism is actually liable to be
there. This is the concept that I make precise as the fitness-
abundance covariance.

4.1.1 An Instructive Counterexample

To clarify the above distinction, I review the situation where
“the multiplier effect works”, yet an organism is still more
liable to find itself in a sink habitat than in a source habi-
tat. Pulliam (1988) first brought attention to the possibility
that sink populations can be far larger than source populations.
While this fact has been noted in subsequent studies (e.g. Dun-
ning et al. 1992, Holt 1993, Griebeler and Gottschalk 2000,
Maschinski 2006, Peters 2007), it bears repeating, and may be
worthwhile to demonstrate with a fresh example.

The situation is where the source habitat comprises small is-
lands in the midst of a large sink habitat. It is implemented
with model (12), (13), (14) set to have constant environments
(P = I), which is the Deakin (1966) model of dispersal. In
constant environments, the ‘multiplier effect’ is at its strongest.
A fraction m of the organisms disperse, and distribute them-
selves between the source and sink habitats with probabili-
ties (π1, π2). A rare source means π1 � π2. Reproduction
then scales the source and sink populations by growth rates
(D1, D2), with D1 > D2.

As seen in Figure 1, any desired value can be produced for
the likelihood that an organism finds itself in the sink habitat.
Plotted are the fractions of the stationary population in the sink
for three different levels of growth rate advantage in the source.
Census is taken just before dispersal; after dispersal the fraction
in the sink is even higher.

Even when the source has ten times the fitness of the sink
(on the right), if the source is so rare that few offspring can
find it, a high enough dispersal rate m and settling rate to the
sink π2 (the back corner of the right figure) push the stationary

Figure 1: Fraction of stationary population in the sink habitat as a
function ofm and π2 in the Deakin model. Plotted for small, medium,
and large fitness advantage of the source. Only sink fractions that are
50% and above are plotted. Census is just before dispersal.

proportion in the sink to approach 100%. Since organisms here
are far more likely to find themselves in sinks than in sources,
it does not hold that “an individual has information that it is in
favourable circumstance just by virtue of the fact that it exists”
(McNamara and Dall, 2011, p. 241).

Following the verbal line of reasoning that organisms should
stay put if most of them are in source habitats, then organisms
should unconditionally disperse when most of them are in sink
habitats. But in fact philopatry is favored in this situation re-
gardless of the fraction in the sink, because dispersal variation
(14) is of the form (1 − m)I + mM which meets the condi-
tions for the Reduction Principle described earlier. The verbal
argument in this case leads one astray, a risk always posed by
verbal arguments (Feldman and Eshel, 1982).

Also somewhat counterintuitively, even though most organ-
isms in this example are dispersing from the sink habitat, a dis-
persing organism still ends upon average in a worse environ-
ment than the one it starts from.

When the majority of the population is in the sink, it means
the distribution of organisms is negatively correlated with fit-
ness (a negative growth–density covariance Chesson 2000;
Snyder and Chesson 2003). However, the excess of the pop-
ulation above the settling rates (π1, π2) is nevertheless posi-
tively correlated with fitness. For example, with v1 = 0.25,
some solutions include (D2/D1,m, π1) = (0.9, 0.2, 0.154),
(0.9, 0.8, 0.226), or (0.1, 0.91, 0.01). In each case, 0.25 =
v1 > π1 = 0.226, 0.154, or 0.01. So, the covariance be-
tween fitness and this excess of the population in the source
habitats is always positive. This is what will be called the
‘fitness-abundance covariance’. This is in fact what McNamara
and Dall refer to when describing “when the multiplier effect
works” — their Theorem A compares v1 to π1 rather than v1 to
v2.

4.1.2 Definition of the Fitness-Abundance Covariance

The fitness-abundance covariance will now be defined formally.
It relates three different sets of values: the environment-specific
growth rates Di, the stationary distribution in the presence of
heterogenous growth rates, referred to as vi, and the station-
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ary distribution in the absence of heterogenous growth rates,
referred to as πi, where i indexes the environments.

For easy reference, definitions of the terminology and con-
ventions are collected in Table 1.

The stationary distribution for recursion (1) z(t+1) =
MD z(t) satisfies

ρ v = MDv,

where v is the eigenvector of MD associated with ρ, the largest
eigenvalue of MD. This eigenvector is called the right Perron
vector. Throughout, v(A) will represent the right Perron vector
of a nonnegative matrix A. The following basics are useful:

Lemma 9 (The Spectral Radius).

ρ ≡ ρ(MD) = ρ(DM) =
n∑
i=1

Di vi(MD). (16)

Proof. Set v ≡ v(MD). We have e>(MD v) = e>(ρv) =
ρ e>v = ρ = ( e>M)D v = e>D v =

∑n
i=1Di vi.

The magnitude of ρ determines whether the population
grows (ρ > 1) or declines (ρ < 1) or is stationary (ρ = 1).
Ecological models typically impose some kind of negative den-
sity dependence so that as population size z gets large enough,
ρ decreases with z, and a stationary state of ρ = 1 can be at-
tained. The problems addressed here do not concern the abso-
lute value of ρ, but only the changes to ρ and v under changes in
M and D. The changes are what usually matter for the growth
of a small population with different M or D introduced into
a large stationary population, as a perturbation of an equilib-
rium. For general treatments of negative density dependence,
thorough analyses can be found in Kirkland et al. (2006) and
Cantrell et al. (2012).

When organisms are semelparous, and generations are dis-
crete and non-overlapping, there are two phases in the life cycle
that one can census the population: before and after dispersal,
or equivalently, after and before reproduction. The censused
stationary distribution in the presence of heterogeneous growth
rates depends on the phase in the life cycle at which the cen-
sus is taken. The life cycle consists of alternation between dif-
ferential growth D, and dispersal M: [. . .DMDMDM . . .].
When censused just after dispersal, the stationary distribution
is v(MD). Censused just before dispersal it is v(DM). The
stationary distribution is just π = v(M) in the absence of het-
erogeneous growth rates, i.e. where D = c I, c > 0.

We see that v(MD) and v(DM) have a simple relationship
from the cyclical structure. D v(MD) is the Perron vector of
DM up to scaling, since

[DM][D v(MD)] =D[MD v(MD)] =ρ(MD)[D v(MD)].

When normalized to satisfy e>v(DM) = 1, one gets the rela-
tionship:

Table 1: Definitions and Symbols

A,M,D,P,Q,S or other boldface capital letters represent
n × n matrices; v,x,y, e, or other bold face lower case
characters represent n-vectors; the identity matrix is I.

≡ means ‘is equivalent to’.

Aij ≡ [A]ij represents the elements of A, i, j = 1, . . . , n, and
xi represents the elements of x.

Di ≡ [D]ii represents the diagonal elements of diagonal matrix
D.

a positive diagonal matrix has Di > 0, i = 1, . . . , n.

Dx ≡ diag[x] is a diagonal matrix of the vector x.

[A]i represents the ith row of matrix A, and [A]j represents the
jth column.

e represents the unit vector, where all elements are 1.

ei represents the ith basis vector, which has 1 at position j and
0 elsewhere.

A>, z>, e>, etc., represents the transpose.

symmetrizable to S means that an n × n matrix can be repre-
sented as a product A = D1SD2, where S is a symmetric
real matrix, and D1 and D2 are positive diagonal matrices.

stochastic means an n×nmatrix with nonnegative elements and
whose columns (by convention here) sum to one (column
stochastic).

positive definite means a matrix that is symmetric and has only
positive eigenvalues.

irreducible means an n×n nonnegative matrix where for every
i, j there is some matrix exponent t such that [At]ij > 0.

λi(A) ≡ λAi, i = 1 . . . n represent the eigenvalues of A.

ρ(A) := maxi |λi(A)| represents the spectral radius, the
largest modulus (i.e. magnitude) of any eigenvalue of A.

λ1(A) = ρ(A) by convention will refer to the Perron root of
a nonnegative irreducible matrix A, which by Perron-
Frobenius theory (Seneta, 2006, Theorems 1.1, 1.5) is
positive, equals the spectral radius, and is as large as the
modulus of any other eigenvalue. So

λ1(A) = ρ(A) ≥ |λi(A)| for i = 2, . . . , n

v(A) and u(A)> represent the right and left Perron vectors
of nonnegative irreducible A, the eigenvectors associated
with the Perron root, guaranteed by Perron-Frobenius the-
ory to be strictly positive. So Av(A) = ρ(A)v(A), and
u(A)>A = ρ(A)u(A)>. By convention e>v(A) = 1
and u(A)>v(A) = 1.

v ≡ v(A), u ≡ u(A), and ρ ≡ ρ(A), throughout, where A is
obvious from context.

π ≡ v(P) is the traditional symbol for the stationary distribu-
tion of irreducible (column) stochastic matrix P.

The harmonic mean of a set of numbers {τi} is

EH(τi) :=
1

1

n

nX
i=1

1

τi

.
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Lemma 10.

v(DM) =
1

ρ(MD)
D v(MD). (17)

Remark 11. It should be noted that in continuous-time models
such as quasispecies (Eigen and Schuster, 1977), selection and
transformation happen simultaneously so there are no separate
life cycle phases, hence no distinction between pre- and post-
dispersal stationary states.

For semelparous organisms with discrete, non-overlapping
generations, the fitness-abundance covariance will now be de-
fined for both phases of the life cycle.

Definition (Fitness-Abundance Covariance).
The fitness-abundance covariance is defined as the un-

weighted covariance between the environment-specific growth
rates, and the excess of the stationary distribution above what
the population would attain in the absence of heterogenous
growth rates:

1. Post-dispersal:

CovFA(MD) := Cov(Di, vi(MD)− vi(M)) (18)

=
1
n

n∑
i=1

Di(vi(MD)− vi(M))

−
[

1
n

n∑
i=1

Di

] 1
n

n∑
j=1

(vj(MD)− vj(M))

 .
2. Pre-dispersal:

CovFA(DM) := Cov(Di, vi(DM)− vi(M)) (19)

=
1
n

n∑
i=1

Di(vi(DM)− vi(M))

−
[

1
n

n∑
i=1

Di

] 1
n

n∑
j=1

(vj(DM)− vj(M))

 .
4.2 Basic Results on the Fitness-Abundance Co-

variance
We begin in this section and the next with several results that
apply to the general recursion (1), z(t+1) = M D z(t), which
includes the model of McNamara and Dall as a special case.

Remark 12. The generality of (1) extends beyond models of
dispersal, since M can just as well represent a mutation ma-
trix between genotypes whose fitnesses are Di. The results can
also apply to rare genotypes in a sexual population where MD
represents the linear stability matrix on their growth.

For these wider applications, where the word “environment”
is used here, one should substitute it as appropriate with “site”,

“patch”, “haplotype”, “genotype”, “type”, etc., or just “state”.
Where “dispersal” is used, one should substitute it as appropri-
ate with “mutation”, “recombination”, etc., or most generally,
“transformation”. And in the general case, one should sub-
stitute “parent” for “pre-dispersal”, and “offspring” for “post-
dispersal”, since now dispersal is generalized to refer to any
transformation of states between parents and offspring.

Lemma 13. Set v ≡ v(MD), π ≡ v(M), and ρ ≡ ρ(MD).
Then

CovFA(MD) =
1
n

(
ρ−

n∑
i=1

Diπi

)
, and (20)

CovFA(DM) =
1
n

(
1
ρ

n∑
i=1

D2
i vi −

n∑
i=1

Diπi

)
. (21)

Proof. We substitute (16) and (17), and since frequencies total
to 1, terms in the definition cancel, i.e.

n∑
j=1

(vj(MD)−πj) =
n∑
j=1

(vj(DM)−πj) = 1−1 = 0.

Next, we shall see that the relationship between the pre- and
post-dispersal fitness-abundance covariances is Fisher’s Funda-
mental Theorem of Natural Selection, in a slightly novel con-
text.

Theorem 14 (Fitness-Abundance Covariance and Census
Phases).

CovFA(DM) = CovFA(MD) +
1
nρ

Varv(Di), (22)

where Varv(Di) is the v(MD)-weighted variance of Di,

Varv(Di) :=
n∑
i=1

vi(MD)D2
i −

(
n∑
i=1

vi(MD)Di

)2

.

Proof. From (21)

CovFA(DM) =
1
n

(
1
ρ

n∑
i=1

D2
i vi −

n∑
i=1

Diπi

)

=
1
n

(
1
ρ

[
n∑
i=1

D2
i vi−

( n∑
i=1

Divi
)2]+ ρ−

n∑
i=1

Diπi

)

=
1
nρ

Varv(Di) + CovFA(MD).

It should be noted that in the case of an ideal free distribution,
i.e. Di = c for all i, there is no variance inDi, v(M) = π, and
CovFA(MD) = CovFA(DM) = 0. This paper focuses on the
situation where there is heterogeneity of growth rates at equi-
librium, D 6= c I, which is the situation studied by McNamara
and Dall (2011).

Corollary 15. If not all growth rates are equal within the sta-
tionary population, then CovFA(DM) > CovFA(MD).
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This makes intuitive sense, because CovFA(DM) measures
the population while it is still in the states in which selection
has just acted, while CovFA(MD) measures the population af-
ter an intervening stage, M, of transformation in states has oc-
curred.

Next, a basic result is obtained for how ρ and CovFA change
with changes in M. Here it becomes necessary to constrain M
and D so that v(MD) and v(M) are unique. This is guar-
anteed when M and MD are irreducible, by Perron-Frobenius
theory (Seneta, 2006, Theorems 1.1, 1.5), which holds if M is
irreducible and D is a positive diagonal matrix. Moreover, this
guarantees that v(MD) > 0,v(DM) > 0, and v(M) = π >
0.

We are interested in M(m) of the form (3) or (11), which
has the special property that v(M(m)) = π does not depend
on m.

Corollary 16 (Derivatives of Fitness-Abundance Covariances
and ρ).

Let M(m) be a family of irreducible stochastic matrices, dif-
ferentiable in m, such that v(M(m)) = π for all m ∈ (0, 1].
Let D be a positive diagonal matrix. Set ρ ≡ ρ(M(m)D).

Then

d
dm

CovFA(M(m)D) =
1
n

dρ
dm

, (23)

and

d
dm

CovFA(DM(m)) = (24)

d
dm

CovFA(M(m)D)+
1
nρ

[
d

dm
Varv(Di)−

1
ρ

Varv(Di)
]
.

Proof. Differentiation of (20) and (22) directly gives (23) and
(24).

Intuition would suggest that fitness and the excess abundance
produced by heterogeneous fitnesses should be positively cor-
related. But McNamara and Dall discovered that the fitness-
abundance covariance in their model could become negative
when the environments change rapidly enough.

Intuition is nevertheless preserved by the case where M is
the transition matrix of a reversible Markov chain with posi-
tive eigenvalues. This condition means that M “can be viewed
as a moderate extension of the identity matrix and concomi-
tantly entails small to moderate” rates of change of states (Kar-
lin, 1982, p. 115).

Theorem 17 (Sufficient Condition for Positive Fitness-Abun-
dance Covariances).

Let M be the transition matrix of a reversible ergodic
Markov chain, with only nonnegative eigenvalues. Let D 6= c I
be a positive diagonal matrix.

Then

CovFA(DM) := Cov(Di, vi(DM)− vi(M)) >
CovFA(MD) := Cov(Di, vi(MD)− vi(M)) ≥ 0.

If all the eigenvalues of M are positive, the last inequality is
strict.

Proof. Again, set π ≡ v(M), v ≡ v(MD), and ρ ≡ ρ(MD).
From (21),

CovFA(DM) > 0 ⇐⇒
n∑
i=1

D2
i vi > ρ

n∑
i=1

Diπi.

Since Di > 0 and vi > 0 for each i, and D 6= c I,

Varv(Di) =
n∑
i=1

D2
i vi−

( n∑
i=1

Divi
)2
> 0. (25)

The condition that M be the transition matrix of a reversible er-
godic Markov chain is equivalent to it being diagonally similar
to a nonnegative symmetric matrix (Keilson 1979, Proposition
1.3B; Altenberg 2011, Lemma 2). By hypothesis M has all
nonnegative eigenvalues, so said symmetric matrix is positive
semidefinite. This allows application of the inequality in Fried-
land and Karlin (1975, Theorem 4.1): ρ(DM) ≥ ∑n

i=1Diπi.
In (25) this gives

n∑
i=1

D2
i vi >

( n∑
i=1

Divi

)2

= ρ2 ≥ ρ
n∑
i=1

Diπi. (26)

If all the eigenvalues of M are positive, we jump ahead
and invoke the main result, Theorem 33, setting M(m) :=
M[(1−m)I + mπ e>] and examining the cases m = 0 and
m = 1. Using the result dρ(M(m)D)/dm < 0 (39), we get
the strict inequality

ρ = ρ(M(0)D)

> ρ(M(1)D) = ρ(π e>D) = e>Dπ =
n∑
i=1

Diπi,

where ρ(π e>D) = e>Dπ is seen from (π e>D)π =
π( e>Dπ). This makes the right inequality in (26) strict.

Remark 18. Recalling that M may represent mutation as well
as dispersal, the result above applies to biologically realistic
point mutation, because under biological conditions M is close
enough to the identity matrix to have all positive eigenvalues,
and is typically assumed to produce a reversible Markov chain
(Squartini and Arndt, 2008).

Corollary 19 (CovFA > 0 in the Deakin/House-of-Cards
Model).

Let M(m) = (1 −m)I + mπ e>, D 6= c I, De > 0, and
m ∈ (0, 1). Then CovFA(DM(m)) > CovFA(M(m)D) > 0.

Proof. M(m) is symmetrizable since D−1/2
π M(m)D1/2

π =
(1 − m)I + mπ1/2(π1/2)>, where Dπ ≡ diag[π]. Since
π e> is a rank-1 matrix, λi(π e>) = 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, so
λi(M(m)) = 1−m > 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} when m ∈ (0, 1).
Thus Theorem 17 applies.
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We now turn to the question of when the fitness-abundance
covariance can be negative. Since CovFA(MD) and
CovFA(DM) are positive when M is ‘close’ to the identity ma-
trix, it makes sense to examine matrices as far from the identity
matrix as possible. Two ways of being ‘far’ from the identity
matrix are analyzed here: one, where all the eigenvalues but 1
are negative, and the other where the matrix is a cycle, so all the
eigenvalues other than 1 are complex or negative roots of unity.
The cycle matrix represents the situation of pelagic organisms
along a gyre (e.g. Cowen et al. 2006).

Theorem 20 (Sufficient Condition for Negative Post-Dispersal
Fitness-Abundance Covariance).

Let M be the transition matrix of a reversible ergodic
Markov chain, with negative eigenvalues other than 1. Let D 6=
c I be a positive diagonal matrix. Then CovFA(MD) < 0.

Proof. We again jump ahead to the main results and invoke
(32) in Theorem 30, and (39) in Theorem 33, setting M(m) :=
M[(1−m)I +mπ e>], with the case m = 0.

Theorem 21 (Negative Post-Dispersal Fitness-Abundance Co-
variance from Cyclic Transformation).

Let M be an irreducible aperiodic perturbation of an n-cycle
matrix,

M(C) =



0 0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 0 · · · 0 0
... 1

. . .
... 0

...
. . . 0

...
0 0 0 · · · 1 0


.

Let D 6= c I be a positive diagonal matrix. Then the post-
dispersal fitness-abundance covariance is negative:

CovFA(MD) ≈ CovFA(M(C)D)

=
1
n

(
n∏
i=1

D
1/n
i − 1

n

n∑
i=1

Di

)
< 0. (27)

Proof. We require M to be irreducible and aperiodic so
that any initial frequency vector will converge to the sta-
tionary distribution. Because M(C) is irreducible, its Per-
ron root is simple, so perturbations from M(C) will have
ρ(MD) near ρ(M(C)D) (Wilkinson 1965, pp. 66–67,
Deutsch and Neumann 1985), which we now examine.
Given any z > 0, [M(C)Dz](i mod n)+1 = Dizi, thus
(M(C)D)n z = (

∏n
i=1Di) z. So (M(C)D)n v(M(C)D) =

(
∏n
i=1Di) v(M(C)D) = ρ(M(C)D)n v(M(C)D). Hence

ρ(M(C)D) =
∏n
i=1D

1/n
i . Clearly, π = (1/n) e. Substitution

in (20) gives (27), and CovFA(M(C)D) is negative because it is
1/n times the difference between the geometric and arithmetic
means of Di, which is always negative if not all Di are equal
(Steele, 2004, pp. 20–26).

Remark 22. For the periodic matrix M(C), as opposed to
an aperiodic M near it, the measured Cov(Di, zi(t)/|z| − πi)
(|z| =∑n

i=1 zi) will generally not equal CovFA(M(C)D), and
it is in fact arbitrary. Any initial distribution is periodic, i.e.
z(t+n) = (

∏n
i=1Di) z(t), so Cov(Di, zi(t)/|z| − πi) is also

periodic, and it is arbitrary since it is determined by arbitrary
z(0).

For the pre-dispersal fitness-abundance covariance, finding
conditions that produce negative CovFA(DM) is going to be
more difficult than for the post-dispersal fitness-abundance co-
variance, since CovFA(DM) ≥ CovFA(MD). Intuition might
suggest that it is impossible — that CovFA(DM) must be pos-
itive because we are measuring the population just after selec-
tion has acted. Indeed, a limited numerical survey of 3× 3 ma-
trices that produce negative CovFA(MD) in Theorem 20 finds
only positive CovFA(DM).

However, the periodic matrices again come through with a
counterexample.

Theorem 23 (Negative Pre-Dispersal Fitness-Abundance Co-
variance from Cyclic Transformation). When the states are
transformed in a cycle, it is possible for the pre-dispersal
fitness-abundance covariance to be negative.

Proof. An example is constructed. Let M represent the period-
3 cycle of states 1→ 2→ 3→ 1 . . .

M =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 ,
and let D = diag

[
D1, D2, D3

]
.

The spectral radius is ρ = (D1D2D3)1/3. By symme-
try, πi = 1/3, i = 1, 2, 3. Symbolic computation with
MathematicaTM shows that

v(DM)

=


(
1 + (D1/3

2 D
1/3
3 )/D2/3

1 +D
2/3
2 /(D1/3

1 D
1/3
3 )

)−1(
1 + (D1/3

1 D
1/3
3 )/D2/3

2 +D
2/3
3 /(D1/3

1 D
1/3
2 )

)−1(
1 + (D1/3

1 D
1/3
2 )/D2/3

3 +D
2/3
1 /(D1/3

2 D
1/3
3 )

)−1

 .

A numerical survey shows that CovFA(DM) is positive over
most values of (D1, D2, D3), but for a very narrow range of D
near the boundary, CovFA(DM) becomes negative.

Negative CovFA(DM) is produced by a situation in which
individuals move from an optimal habitat to a source habitat
with well under half the optimal growth rate, then to a near-
lethal sink habitat, and then return to the optimal habitat. As
in Theorem 21, one assumes a small amount of ‘leakage’ from
cyclic dispersal pattern so the population can converge to the
stationary distribution near v(MD).

Some examples, scaled so that ρ(MD) = 1, are:
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CovFA(DM) = −0.14 and CovFA(MD) = −1.93 at
(D1, D2, D3) = (16.8, 3.53, 0.017), and

CovFA(DM) = −1.6 and CovFA(MD) = −4.92 at
(D1, D2, D3) = (41.5, 5.81, 0.0042).

Here we have an example where periodic M makes both pre-
and post-dispersal CovFA in a stationary population negative.

While this situation may be unlikely for a natural population
— though not inconceivable — this is not the point of the exam-
ple. Rather, it is to show that simple intuition cannot account
for the results: while stationary populations typically have a
positive fitness-abundance covariance after selection, in some
narrow circumstances they do not. So something more subtle is
going on mathematically than we might suppose.

4.3 Basic Results on the Stationary Distribution
Let us now examine the relationships between individual values
of vi, Di and πi.

McNamara and Dall show for the case of n = 2 that the post-
dispersal fitness-abundance covariance is positive or negative
depending on the durations of the environments. Their result is
restated here:

Theorem 24 (McNamara and Dall 2011, online Appendix A,
Theorem A). For system (12), (13), (14), with n = 2:

1. If τ−1
1 + τ−1

2 < 1 then ρ(MD) >
∑2
i=1Diπi and

(a) D1 < D2 =⇒ v2(MD) > v2(M) = π2

(b) D1 > D2 =⇒ v2(MD) < v2(M) = π2.

2. If τ−1
1 + τ−1

2 = 1 then vi(MD) = vi(M) = πi, i = 1, 2,
and ρ(MD) =

∑2
i=1Diπi.

3. If τ−1
1 + τ−1

2 > 1 then ρ(MD) <
∑2
i=1Diπi and

(a) D1 < D2 =⇒ v2(MD) < v2(M) = π2

(b) D1 > D2 =⇒ v2(MD) > v2(M) = π2.

The third case exhibits the very counterintuitive behavior that
increasing the reproductive output of an environment will lower
the stationary proportion in that environment.

Let us now compare this result to the following general the-
orem on how changes to a matrix affect its Perron vector:

Theorem 25 (Elsner, Johnson, and, Neumann 1982, Theorem
2.1).

Let A be an n× n nonnegative irreducible matrix. Then for
any nonnegative n-vector a ≥6= 0, i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , n},

vi(A + eia>)
vi(A)

>
vj(A + eia>)

vj(A)
. (28)

It is more useful to us in the following form:

Corollary 26 (Change in the Perron Vector).
When normalized to frequencies, e>v = 1, then

vi(A + eia>) > vi(A).

Proof. The result follows immediately from summation of a
rearrangement of (28), using e>v = 1:∑

j 6=i

vj(A + eia>)
vi(A + eia>)

=
1− vi(A + eia>)
vi(A + eia>)

<
∑
j 6=i

vj(A)
vi(A)

=
1− vi(A)
vi(A)

.

In this case, the behavior of the Perron vector follows our
intuition that increasing the ith row of A should increase the
stationary proportion of vi.

Something must be very different, therefore, between theo-
rems 24 and 25, since they both deal with changes in the Perron
vector when elements of the matrix are changed. Theorem 24
produces counterintuitive results that depend on τ−1

1 + τ−1
2 ,

while Theorem 25 is not conditioned on the details of the ma-
trix. How can this discrepancy be reconciled?

We must write A in terms of M and D to compare the two
results. Let [M]i be the ith row of M. We can write

A + eia> =



D1 0 0 0 0 0
0 D2 0 0 0 0

0 0
. . . 0 0 0

0 0 0 Di + ε 0 0

0 0 0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 0 0 Dn


M

where A = DM and a = ε[M]i, ε > 0. Corollary 26 shows
that increasing the reproductive output of environment i from
Di toDi+ε increases the stationary proportion in environment
i. In the limit ε→ 0, this gives:

Corollary 27. For irreducible column stochastic matrix M and
positive diagonal matrix D,

∂vκ(DM)
∂Dκ

≥ 0. (29)

In the case n = 2, D2 > D1 gives D2 = D1 + ε, ε > 0,
a> = ε(M21,M22), and

A + e2a> =
[
D1 0
0 D1 + ε

]
M = DM.

So Theorem 25 gives v2(DM) > v2(M) regardless of any
details of M.

The discrepancy is resolved by noticing that the order of
M and D is reversed between Theorem 24 and Theorem 25.
The difference between the two is the phase of the life cycle at
which the population is censused.

Switching the phase for the census gives this contrast with
(29):

Corollary 28. For irreducible column stochastic matrix M and
positive diagonal matrix D,

∂

∂Dκ
log(vκ(MD)) ≥ ∂

∂Dκ
log
(
ρ(MD)
Dκ

)
. (30)
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Proof. Substitution of (17) in (29) and differentiation gives:

0 ≤ ∂vκ(DM)
∂Dκ

=
∂

∂Dκ

(
Dκvκ(MD)
ρ(MD)

)
=
−1
ρ2

∂ρ

∂Dκ
Dκvκ +

1
ρ
vκ +

1
ρ
Dκ

∂vκ
∂Dκ

⇐⇒ 0 ≤ −1
ρ

∂ρ

∂Dκ
+

1
Dκ

+
1
vκ

∂vκ
∂Dκ

⇐⇒ ∂

∂Dκ
(log(ρ)− log(Dκ)) ≤

∂

∂Dκ
log(vκ).

The right hand side of (30) will be negative if ρ(MD) does
not grow in proportion to Dκ as Dκ is increased, which then
opens the possibility that vκ(MD) decreases with increasing
Dκ.

Comparing (29) and (30) we see that the stationary distribu-
tions at different census phases exhibit different relationships
to ρ and Dκ. To summarize effect of census phase:

• censused before dispersal, the portion in environment i
always increases with growth rate Di;

• censused after dispersal, the portion in environment i can,
under the right transition matrix M, decrease with in-
creasing growth rate Di.

These results can be combined with McNamara and Dall’s
Theorem 24 to make inferences on the duration of the environ-
ments in their model, based on the proportions of the population
in each environment before and after reproduction:

Corollary 29 (Census Inference on Durations of Environ-
ments).

For the McNamara and Dall model (12), (13), (14), with
n = 2, suppose we can measure the distribution of individu-
als in each environment before reproduction, v ≡ v(MD), the
distribution after reproduction, vR ≡ v(DM), and the distri-
bution of environments, π. Then

1. If vR
1 > π1, we know that D1 > D2.

2. If in addition, v1 < π1, then we know EH(τ1, τ2) < 2; or
if v1 > π1, then EH(τ1, τ2) > 2.

4.4 Generalization of The McNamara and Dall
Model

We shift now from general M to the specific model of disper-
sal in randomly changing environments of McNamara and Dall
(2011), M(m) := (1−m)P + mπ e>. First, we see how the
direction of selection on unconditional dispersal corresponds to
the sign of the post-dispersal fitness-abundance covariance.

Theorem 30 (McNamara and Dall Model with an Arbitrary
Number of Environments).

Let M(m) := (1−m)P + mπ e>, m ∈ [0, 1], where P is
an irreducible stochastic matrix, and Pπ = π. Let D 6= c I be
a positive diagonal matrix. Set v ≡ v(MD).

If ρ(M(m)D) strictly decreases with m (the reduction phe-
nomenon), then

CovFA(M(m)D) = Cov(Di, vi − πi) > 0, (31)

and if ρ(M(m)D) strictly increases with m (departure from
reduction), then

CovFA(M(m)D) = Cov(Di, vi − πi) < 0. (32)

Proof. At m = 1, v = π, as seen from

M(1)D v = π e>D v = ρ(M(1)D) π,

hence

Cov(Di, vi(M(1)D)− πi) = 0. (33)

Since CovFA(M(m)D) changes in the same direction as
ρ(M(m)D) (23), for m < 1 (31) and (32) follow.

That v(M(1)D) = π regardless of D is a unique conse-
quence of π e> being a rank-1 matrix. Results (31), (32), and
(33) to follow all stem from this special property of rank-1 ma-
trices. Shortly we will examine the more general M(m) =
P[(1−m)I+mQ], in which v(PQD) 6= v(P) generically, so
CovFA(M(1)D) = Cov(Di, vi(M(1)D) − vi(P)) 6= 0. This
means that departures from reduction do not necessarily corre-
spond to a negative fitness-abundance covariance. For the gen-
eral open problem M(m) = (1−m)A+mB (8), it is not at all
generic for v(AD) = v(A) or v(BD) = v(B), hence there
is no general relationship between the reduction phenomenon
and the sign of the fitness-abundance covariance. Hence:

Result 31. The correspondence between the reduction phe-
nomenon and the sign of the post-dispersal fitness-abundance
covariance is specific to McNamara and Dall’s random envi-
ronment model, M(m) = (1−m)P +mv(P) e>.

Next, the expression in McNamara and Dall (2011) involving
the durations of the environments, τ−1

1 + τ−1
2 , is generalized to

the harmonic mean of the durations of n environments.
The harmonic mean of the expected durations of states in a

Markov chain (expected run lengths or ‘exit times’) is shown to
have a fundamental relationship to the sum of the eigenvalues
(the trace) of its transition matrix. This is an identity whose
earliest reference I find is Shorrocks (1978, p. 1017) then cited
by Geweke et al. (1986), and which appears to be little known
outside of the social mobility literature:

Lemma 32 (Harmonic Mean of Run Lengths, and the Trace of
the Transition Matrix).

For a Markov chain with transition matrix P, let τi(P) be the
expected duration of state i (the mean length of runs of i), and
let EH(τi(P)) be the unweighted harmonic mean of {τi(P)}.
Let {λi(P)} be the eigenvalues of P.
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These are related by the following:

EH(τi(P)) :=
1

1
n

n∑
i=1

1
τi(P)

=
1

1− 1
n

n∑
i=1

λi(P)

≥ 1, (34)

or, equivalently

E(λi(P)) :=
1
n

n∑
i=1

λi(P) = 1− 1
EH(τi(P))

≥ 0. (35)

Rearrangement gives also

E(λi(P)) +
1

EH(τi(P))
= 1.

Proof. The expected length of runs of any state i under the ac-
tion of transition matrix P is

τi := E(duration of i) =
∞∑
t=1

tP t−1
ii (1− Pii)

=
∞∑
t=0

(t+1)P tii −
∞∑
t=1

tP tii =
∞∑
t=0

P tii =
1

1− Pii
.

Since Pii ≥ 0, then τi ≥ 1 so EH(τi) ≥ 1. Since the trace of
the matrix is

∑n
i=1 Pii =

∑n
i=1 λi(P), we have

n∑
i=1

λi(P) =
n∑
i=1

Pii =
n∑
i=1

(
1− 1

τi

)
= n−

n∑
i=1

1
τi
≥ 0.

Rearrangements of the terms gives (34) and (35).

4.4.1 Main Result

The main result is now presented, which ties together:

• the eigenvalues of the environment transition matrix, P,

• the effect of dispersal, m, on the population growth rate,
ρ, and

• the harmonic mean of environment durations.

The result gives sufficient conditions in terms of the eigenvalues
of P for departures from the reduction phenomenon.

This theorem must sacrifice some generality in the environ-
ment transition matrices in order to obtain tractability. The en-
vironmental change process must be a reversible Markov chain,
which means the stationary state exhibits detailed balance (Kol-
mogoroff, 1936; Lange, 2010). This is the symmetrizability
constraint that appears in Karlin’s Theorem 5.1, and is required
for technical reasons described in MATHEMATICAL METH-
ODS. It remains an open problem whether the following the-
orem extends to all ergodic Markov chains.

Theorem 33 (Eigenvalues, Reduction Phenomenon, and Har-
monic Mean of Environment Durations).

Let P and Q ∈ Rn,n be transition matrices of reversible
ergodic Markov chains that commute with each other. Let
τi(P) = 1/(1 − Pii) be the expected length of runs of state
i under iteration of P. Let D 6= c I be a positive diagonal
matrix, and

M(m) := P[(1−m)I +mQ], m ∈ [0, 1]. (36)

1. If all eigenvalues of P are positive, then

d
dm

ρ(M(m)D) < 0, (37)

(the reduction phenomenon) and

EH(τi(P)) > 1 +
1

n−1
. (38)

2. If all eigenvalues of P other than λ1(P) = 1 are negative,
then

d
dm

ρ(M(m)D) > 0, (39)

(departure from the reduction phenomenon) and

1 ≤ EH(τi(P)) < 1 +
1

n−1
. (40)

The proof is given in MATHEMATICAL METHODS section
5.1.

Remark 34. One should be careful here not to interpret this
result as an implication from EH(τi(P)) to dρ(M(m)D)/dm.
While it would be ideal to derive conditions for the reduction
phenomenon from conditions on the durations of the environ-
ments, this is not possible here for n ≥ 3; rather, both implica-
tions derive from the condition on the eigenvalues.

We saw in Corollary 29, however, that for n = 2 environ-
ments, the implication becomes possible. And McNamara and
Dall (2011, Theorem B Corollary) for (14) can be slightly gen-
eralized:

Corollary 35. Let P and Q be 2 × 2 irreducible stochastic
matrices that commute, and D 6= c I be a positive diagonal
2× 2 matrix. Then

d
dm

ρ(P[(1−m)I +mQ]D) > 0,

if and only if P12 + P21 > 1, or equivalently, EH(τ1, τ2) < 2.

Proof. Note that irreducible 2 × 2 stochastic matrices are al-
ways transition matrices of reversible ergodic Markov chains.
In the case of n = 2, there is only one other eigenvalue,
λ2 = 1− (P12 + P21). Thus

EH(τ1, τ2) =
1

1− 1
2
[1+1− (P12 + P21)]

=
2

P12 + P21
.

So P12 + P21 > 1 ⇐⇒ EH(τ1, τ2) < 2 ⇐⇒ λ2 < 0, and

by Theorem 33,
dρ(MD)

dm
> 0.
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McNamara and Dall’s model with general n, (11), is a special
case of Theorem 33:

Corollary 36. Theorem 33 includes, as special cases, Q = Pt

for t ≥ 1, and Q = P∞ = π e>, where π = Pπ is the
stationary distribution of P.

Proof. P and Pt commute, as do P and P∞ = π e>, since
Pπ e> = π e> = π e>P. When P is the transition matrix of
a reversible ergodic Markov chain, so too are Pt and P∞.

Theorem 33 is able to give us results only for the cases of
all positive or all negative non-Perron eigenvalues of the envi-
ronment transition matrix. It would be desirable to obtain some
results in between where there is a mixture of positive and nega-
tive eigenvalues. No means to this end show themselves. How-
ever, one can show just how close the region with all positive
eigenvalues is to a matrix on the other extreme, which has all
negative non-Perron eigenvalues.

This is done by forming a path from the extreme P to the
opposite extreme.The two endpoints of the path are M(0,m) =
(1−m)I +mQ, and M(1,m) = P[(1−m)I +mQ]. The path
can be easily created by a convex combination, M(α,m) =
[(1−α)I + αP][(1−m)I +mQ], parameterized by α ∈ [0, 1].
It is straightforward from Lemma 32 that

EH(τi([1−α]I + αP)) =
1
α
EH(τi(P)),

so as α goes to 0, the harmonic mean of the environment du-
rations goes to infinity. Using the path between two extremes,
we will now see that, for any P, there is always some α below
which the reduction phenomenon holds.

Corollary 37 (Convex Combination with an Extreme P).
Let

M(α,m) := [(1−α)I + αP][(1−m)I +mQ],

where P and Q are transition matrices of ergodic reversible
Markov chains that commute with each other, and α,m ∈
[0, 1]. Let D 6= c I be a positive diagonal matrix.

Suppose that
∂

∂m
ρ(M(1,m)D) > 0 for m ∈ (0, 1]. Then

there exist critical values α0, α1 with 1/2 ≤ α0 ≤ α1 < 1,
such that for m ∈ (0, 1],

∂

∂m
ρ(M(α,m)D) < 0 for α ∈ [0, α0),

and

∂

∂m
ρ(M(α,m)D) > 0 for α ∈ (α1, 1].

Proof. M(α, 0) = (1−α)I + αP plays the role of P in The-
orem 33, so we need to know when λi(M(α, 0)) > 0 ∀i. Let
λmin(P) := mini λi(P). Then

λmin([(1−α)I + αP]) = (1−α) + αλmin(P) > 0 ⇐⇒
λmin(P) > (α− 1)/α = 1− 1/α. (41)

By Perron-Frobenius theory, irreducible stochastic P means
λmin(P) ≥ −1. So letting −1 > 1 − 1/α (i.e. α < 1/2) as-
sures (41), hence λi(M(α, 0)) > 0 ∀i. Thus the critical value
α0 is at least 1/2.

We know ∂ρ(M(α,m)D)/∂m > 0 for α in some neigh-
borhood (α1, 1] by the continuity of ∂ρ(M(α,m)D)/∂m in
α. Continuity is assured because irreducible M(α,m)D
makes ρ = λ1(M(α,m)D) a simple eigenvalue, which is
thus infinitely differentiable with respect to the elements of
M(α,m)D) (Wilkinson 1965, pp. 66–67, Deutsch and Neu-
mann 1985).

This leaves us with the interior region [a0, a1] where the be-
havior of ∂ρ(M(α,m)D)/∂m still needs to be characterized.
We do not know, for example, if ∂ρ/∂m keeps the same sign
for all m at a given α, or whether it can change sign more
than once on [α0, α1], and so forth. It remains an open problem.

Next, a particular kind of environmental change process is
considered in which there is no causal connection between dif-
fering sequential environments. In other words, when the envi-
ronment changes, it has no memory of its previous state. This
has the same form as the Deakin (1966) model of dispersal, and
Kingman’s (1978; 1980) ‘House of Cards’ model of mutation.
It is shown that no departure from the reduction phenomenon is
possible for such a memoryless environment.

Theorem 38 (Memoryless Environmental Change).
Let P and Q ∈ Rn,n be transition matrices of reversible

ergodic Markov chains that commute with each other, D 6= c I
be a positive diagonal matrix, and M(m) := P[(1−m)I +
mQ], m ∈ [0, 1]. Let P be the ‘House of Cards’ model:

P = (1−α)I + απ e>.

Then for α = 1,
d

dm
ρ(M(m)D) = 0, and for 0 ≤ α < 1,

d
dm

ρ(M(m)D) < 0.

The proof is given in MATHEMATICAL METHODS section
5.2.

4.5 The Conditional Dispersal Model
The result of McNamara and Dall (2011) that drew particular
attention was their finding that, when organisms have slightly
imperfect information about their environments, it may be bet-
ter for the organism to ignore environmental cues and instead
follow philopatry. Their model of cue-based conditional dis-
persal is a modification of (11) to:

MD = P[(I−C) + π e>C]D,

where C is a diagonal matrix of the conditional dispersal prob-
abilities, Ci, that an individual disperses given it is in environ-
ment i.
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A change in an organism’s response to cues about its environ-
ment is manifest as changes to Ci, hence the object of interest
is how changes in Ci map to changes in asymptotic growth of
the population:

∂

∂Ci
ρ(P[(I−C) + π e>C]D).

The next result shows that an organism should increase its
dispersal from any environment where its destinations correlate
better with left Perron vector u(MD) than does staying put,
and that in general there is always at least one such environ-
ment.

Theorem 39 (Conditional Dispersal).
Let D and C be positive diagonal matrices, with Ci ∈ (0, 1).
Let M(C) := P[(I−C) + π e>C], where P is an irreducible
stochastic matrix, and π = Pπ. Refer to the left and right
Perron vectors as u ≡ u(M(C)D) and v ≡ v(M(C)D).
Then:

1. The derivative of the spectral radius with respect to each
Cκ is

∂

∂Cκ
ρ(P[(I−C) + π e>C]D)

= Dκ vκ

n∑
i=1

ui(πi − Piκ) (42)

= Dκvκn [Cov(ui, πi)− Cov(ui, Piκ)] .

2. There is always at least one κ for which

∂

∂Cκ
ρ(P[(I−C) + π e>C]D) > 0,

and at least one κ for which

∂

∂Cκ
ρ(P[(I−C) + π e>C]D) < 0,

unless D = c I or P = π e>.

3. The gradient of the spectral radius with respect to C is:

∇ρ(M(C) D) :=

[
∂ρ(M(C)D)

∂Cκ

]κ=1

n

= u>(πv>−PDv)D.

4. The contours of equal ρ(M(C) D) are locally approxi-
mated by the n−1-dimensional linear subspace N (C) =
{ξ : ∇ρ(M(C)D) ξ = 0}. Its basis includes strictly pos-
itive vector ζ = D−1

v D−1π, i.e.

ζκ =
πκ
Dκvκ

. (43)

The proof is given in MATHEMATICAL METHODS section
5.3.

Theorem 39 shows that an organism can increase its asymp-
totic growth rate by dispersing more from any environment κ
for which Cov(ui(M(C) D), πi) > Cov(ui(M(C) D), Piκ),
which means that its environment when it disperses (distributed
as π), correlates better with u(M(C)D) than its environment
if it stays put (distributed as [P]κ). This is the debut here of
the left Perron vector u as the determinant of an evolutionary
result.

There is always at least one such environment where in-
creased dispersal is advantageous, and at least one other envi-
ronment where decreased dispersal is advantageous, unless dis-
persal is neutral. Dispersal is neutral when growth rates are the
same in all environments (D = c I), or the present environment
has no influence on the next environment (P = π e>). The en-
vironment may even be constant, P = I, in which case as long
as D 6= c I so u 6= e, then ∂ρ(M(C) D)/∂Cκ is positive for
every κ where uκ is below the π-weighted average

∑n
i=1 uiπi,

and negative for uκ above the average (use Piκ = δiκ in (42)).
Let us return to the question of the evolutionarily stable state.

Since there is always some environment from which greater
conditional dispersal increases the population growth rate when
dispersal is not neutral, philopatry no longer has convergence
stability (Eshel and Motro, 1981; Eshel, 1983; Taylor, 1989;
Leimar, 2009).

However, as described in the INTRODUCTION, McNamara
and Dall discovered that philopatry can become restored as the
convergent-stable ESS when there are small errors in the or-
ganism’s identification of its environment. McNamara and Dall
posit an organism that can vary its probabilities, (p1, p2), of dis-
persing in response to a binary cue, where environment i pro-
duces an erroneous cue with probability εi. These error rates εi
represent limitations on the information the organism has about
its environment.

This model produces the conditional dispersal rates[
C1

C2

]
=
[
1−ε1 ε1
ε2 1−ε2

] [
p1

p2

]
+
[
Cmin

Cmin

]
. (44)

Assuming that the species can vary (p1, p2) over the range
[0, 1] × [0, 1], the variation in (C1, C2) falls within the paral-
lelogram (shaded lighter) in Figure 2.

Figure 2 depicts the phenotypic adaptive landscape: it plots
the gradient in ρ(M(C)D), represented by shading, as a func-
tion of C1 and C2. Lighter means larger ρ(M(C)D), and the
lines are contours of constant ρ(M(C)D). The example shown
in Figure 2 has a moderate rate of environmental change and
moderate differences of growth between the two environments.

The parallelogram amounts to a constraint on phenotypic
variation, preventing the population from exploring the entire
square. The slopes of the sides of the parallelogram derive
from the cue error rates, ε1 and ε2. The sensitivity of the ESS
to errors in information therefore translates to its sensitivity to
phenotypic constraints, due to the topography of the adaptive
landscape.
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Figure 2: Gradient of the asymptotic growth rate, ρ(M(C)D),
over (C1, C2) ∈ [0, 1]2 in the model of McNamara and Dall
(2011). Lighter means higher ρ(M(C)D). Model parameters used:
(D1, D2) = (1.0, 0.5), (p12, p21) = (0.204, 0.107). Diagonal
dashed line C1 = C2 corresponds to variation in unconditional dis-
persal rates. Perturbations are away from (C1, C2) = (0.1, 0.1). Per-
turbations into regions A+B+C increase ρ(M(C)D), while perturba-
tions into D+E decrease ρ(M(C)D). Cue error rates (ε1, ε2) con-
strain variation to fall within the parallelogram, with slope ε2/(1−ε1)
for the bottom, and (1−ε2)/ε1 for the side, where εi is the proba-
bility that environment i gives the wrong cue. To evolve conditional
dispersal out of sink environment 2, ε1 must be small enough for the
parallelogram to enter region C. But the unconstrained ESS here is
(C1, C2) = (0, 1), and mutants anywhere in regions A+B+C are ad-
vantageous.

Variation along the white diagonal line represents the scal-
ing of unconditional dispersal rates, and the gradient along this
line exhibits the reduction phenomenon. The contour lines of
constant ρ(M(C)D) are shown by (43) to have slope( π2

D2v2

)
/
( π1

D1v1

)
=
π2D1 v1
π1D2 v2

=
p21D1(1− v2(M(C)D))
p12D2 v2(M(C)D)

.

The dispersal rates of the initial population are set to
(C1, C2) = (0.1, 0.1), the minimal attainable dispersal.

The labeled regions A, B, C, D, and E demarcate the pos-
sible behaviors of ρ(M(C)D) as (C1, C2) moves away from
(0.1, 0.1). Any mutant that falls within regions A, B, or C is
advantageous, and among these, regions B and C comprise in-
creases in conditional dispersal from environment C2.

Advantageous mutations occur only within the intersection
of the parallelogram and region C. For the intersection to be

non-empty, ε1 must be small enough. When the error rate is
so high that the parallelogram is contained entirely in disad-
vantageous region D, then the ESS is the lower left corner, the
minimal value of dispersal.

This shows graphically why the ESS is so sensitive to the er-
ror rate. With a slight decrease in ε1, the ESS can shift from the
lower left corner to the upper left corner of the parallelogram,
which describes McNamara and Dall’s result. The sensitivity is
due to the long, almost straight contour lines of neutral ρ that
span much of the range of C2, and the gradient that continually
increases until it reaches the boundary of the phenotype space.

To summarize, for this adaptive landscape, the ability of the
genetic and developmental system to fill out the parallelogram
with heritable variation becomes very important. If the varia-
tion cannot completely fill it out, at least two novel outcomes
become possible. A convex distribution overlapping region C
would yield an intermediate level of dispersal as the fittest that
occurs. A concave distribution would result in a bimodal distri-
bution of the fittest phenotypes. This opens up potential for
polymorphisms, disruptive selection, history dependence, or
evolutionary volatility in the phenotype.

Moreover, the parallelogram is based on the particular cue
model (44) of how organisms disperse. We can entertain wider
possibilities of how genetic variation fills out regions in the
square (C1, C2) ∈ [0, 1]2. This depends on the details of the
organism, its capabilities, and its genotype-phenotype map.

To the extent that this model represents the situation of real
organisms, the sensitivity of the evolutionary outcome to the
filling-out of the phenotype space predicts that empirical stud-
ies of conditional dispersal should encounter a diverse spectrum
of outcomes.

5 MATHEMATICAL METHODS

The mathematical core of the paper is now presented, not
merely to verify the results, but to explain potentially useful
techniques that may not be that well known. The reader seek-
ing a qualitative description of the results can skip over this
section and go straight to the DISCUSSION. This section is
kept adjacent to the RESULTS for easier cross reference. The
lengthier proofs for Theorems 33, 38, and 39 are now provided,
prefaced by preparatory results, Lemma 40 and Theorem 42. It
is here that we encounter the tractability afforded by using the
transition matrices of reversible ergodic Markov chains, which
is the key technique adopted from Friedland and Karlin (1975,
Theorem 4.1) and Karlin’s Theorem 5.1.

It should be noted that Karlin’s Theorem 5.2 is not us-
able here, because of the presence of matrix P in M(m) =
P[(1−m)I+mQ]. This is why variation of the form M(m) =
(1−m)A+mB has been an open problem (Altenberg, 2004).
An initial inroad on this problem was obtained through appli-
cation of elements from Karlin’s Theorem 5.1 to the analysis of
multivariate, multi-locus mutation rate evolution in Altenberg
(2011). The application of these techniques is further extended
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here. Theorem 2 in Altenberg (2011) — a multivariate reduc-
tion principle for mutation rates at multiple loci — is in fact
a special case of (37) in Theorem 33 given here. It should
also be noted, however, that neither of Karlin’s Theorems 5.1 or
5.2 appear to be helpful in multilocus models for the evolution
of recombination. The weak selection perturbation method of
Zhivotovsky et al. (1994) has been required, and yields a mul-
tivariate reduction principle similar to Theorem 2 in Altenberg
(2011).

In the proofs to follow, (53), (55), (56) derive from tech-
niques in Karlin’s Theorem 5.1 proof. Other steps, including
the use of a canonical form for symmetrizable M(m) (48),
(49), (50), and (65) are drawn from the analysis in Altenberg
(2011). Most of the remaining steps arise naturally from the
problem.

Theorem 33 first requires a characterization of the spectral
radius of M(m)D, which relies on the canonical form for
M(m) that exists when it is symmetrizable.

Lemma 40 (Canonical Form for Symmetrizable M(m)). Let
P and Q ∈ Rn,n be transition matrices of ergodic reversible
Markov chains that commute with each other. Let

M(m) := P[(1−m)I +mQ].

Then P, Q, and M can be decomposed as

P = D1/2
π KΛPK>D−1/2

π , (45)

Q = D1/2
π KΛQK>D−1/2

π , (46)

and

M(m) = D1/2
π KΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]K>D−1/2

π , (47)

where Dπ ≡ diag[π], Pπ = Qπ = π, with e>π = 1, K is
an orthogonal matrix, and ΛP and ΛQ are diagonal matrices
of the eigenvalues of P and Q, respectively.

Furthermore, the first column of K is [K]1 = π1/2 (element-
wise square root).

Proof. The transition matrices of ergodic reversible Markov
chains, M, can be represented in a canonical way (Keilson
1979, p. 33; Ababneh et al. 2006, p. 296; Altenberg 2011,
Lemmas 1 and 2) as

M = BKΛK>B−1, (48)

where B is a positive diagonal matrix, unique up to scaling, K
is an orthogonal matrix, i.e. KK> = K>K = I, and Λ is the
diagonal matrices of the eigenvalues of M.

Any such M is clearly diagonalizable since Λ is a diagonal
matrix. Diagonalizable P and Q commute by hypothesis, so
they can be simultaneously diagonalized (Horn and Johnson,
1985, Theorem 1.3.19, p. 52), which means there exists invert-
ible X such that

P = XΛPX−1 and Q = XΛQX−1.

Hence M(m) = XΛP [(1−m)I + mΛQ]X−1. Combining
these two forms, the common matrix X can be represented as
X = BK.

Next, it is shown that the identities e>P = e> and Pπ = π
are satisfied by

[K]1 = π1/2 (49)

and

B = c D1/2
π , c > 0. (50)

Since K is orthogonal, [K]1 = π1/2 if and only if (π1/2)>K =
e1
>, in which case, recalling that λP1 = 1, substitution gives

e>P = e>D1/2
π KΛPK>D−1/2

π = e1
>ΛPK>D−1/2

π

= e1
>K>D−1/2

π = [K]1D−1/2
π = e>,

and

Pπ = D1/2
π KΛPK>D−1/2

π π = D1/2
π KΛPK>π1/2

= D1/2
π KΛP e1 = D1/2

π [K]1 = π.

Substitution of B = c D1/2
π in the form (48) produces (45),

(46), and (47).

Remark 41. For any family of commuting symmetrizable
stochastic matrices, K and B (up to scaling) are uniquely deter-
mined. Therefore, the only variation possible for the family is
in λi, i = 2, . . . , n, which means there are at most n−1 degrees
of freedom of variation in the family.

Theorem 42 (Sum-of-Squares Solution for the Spectral Ra-
dius).
Let P and Q ∈ Rn,n be transition matrices of ergodic re-
versible Markov chains that commute with each other, let π
be their common right Perron vector, and let {λPi} and {λQi}
be their eigenvalues. Let m ∈ [0, 1] and

M(m) := P[(1−m)I +mQ].

Let D be a positive diagonal matrix. Set v ≡ v(M(m)D) and
u ≡ u(M(m)D).

Then

ρ(M(m)D) =
n∑
i=1

λPi[(1−m) +mλQi]y2
i , (51)

where

y = (v> D−1
π Dv)−1/2 K>D−1/2

π D v, (52)

and K is from the canonical form in Lemma 40.
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Proof. Canonical form (47) is used to produce a symmetric ma-
trix similar to M(m)D, which allows use of the Rayleigh-Ritz
formula for the spectral radius. The expression will be seen to
simplify to a sum of squared terms multiplied by the eigenval-
ues of the stochastic matrices P and Q.

For brevity let Φ := KΛP [(1−m)I + mΛQ]K>, so
M(m) = BΦB−1. Since M(m) ≥ 0 and B ≥ 0, then Φ ≥ 0.
Multiplication by B, D1/2, and their inverses (D1/2 and D−1/2

exist since D is a positive diagonal) gives the identities:

ρ(M(m)D) = ρ(BΦB−1D) = ρ(ΦB−1DB)

= ρ(ΦD) = ρ(D1/2ΦD1/2) = ρ(S),

where

S := D1/2ΦD1/2

= D1/2KΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]K>D1/2. (53)

Since Φ ≥ 0 and D ≥ 0, then S ≥ 0. Since S is sym-
metric, we may apply the Rayleigh-Ritz variational formula for
the spectral radius (Horn and Johnson, 1985, Theorem 4.2.2, p.
176):

ρ(S) = max
x>x=1

x>Sx. (54)

This yields

ρ(M(m)D) = ρ(S) = max
x>x=1

x>Sx

= max
x>x=1

x>D1/2KΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]K>D1/2x. (55)

Since M is irreducible and D a positive diagonal matrix, MD
and S ≥ 0 are irreducible, so by Perron-Frobenius theory there
is a unique eigenvector x̂ > 0 that yields the maximum in (55),
allowing us to write

ρ(M(m)D)

= x̂>D1/2KΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]K>D1/2x̂. (56)

Define

y := K>D1/2x̂. (57)

Substitution of (57) into (56) yields (51):

ρ(M(m)D) = x̂>D1/2KΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]K>D1/2x̂

= y>ΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]y

=
n∑
i=1

λPi[(1−m) +mλQi]y2
i .

Next, y will be solved in terms of v by solving for
x̂, using the following two facts. For brevity, define
Λ(m) := ΛP [(1−m)I + mΛQ], and write M ≡ M(m) =
BKΛ(m)K>B−1:

1. ρ(MD) v = MDv = BKΛ(m)K>B−1Dv; (58)

2. ρ(MD) x̂ = D1/2KΛ(m)K>D1/2x̂. (59)

Multiplication of both sides of (59) by BD−1/2 on the left
reveals the right Perron vector of MD:

ρ(MD) (BD−1/2)x̂ = (BD−1/2)D1/2KΛ(m)K>D1/2x̂

= BKΛ(m)K>(B−1DBD−1)D1/2x̂

= (BKΛ(m)K>B−1D)(BD−1/2x̂)

= MD(BD−1/2x̂), (60)

which shows that BD−1/2x̂ is the right Perron vector of MD,
unique up to scaling, i.e.

v = BD−1/2x̂ = ĉD1/2
π D−1/2x̂,

for some ĉ to be solved. This almost finishes the solution of x̂,
giving

x̂ =
1
ĉ
D−1/2

π D1/2 v. (61)

The constraint x̂>x̂ = 1 gives

1 = x̂>x̂ =
1
ĉ2

(v>D−1
π D v),

so

ĉ = (v> D−1
π Dv)1/2. (62)

Substitution for x̂ now produces (52):

y := K>D1/2x̂ = K>D1/2 1
ĉ
D−1/2

π D1/2 v (63)

= (v> D−1
π D v)−1/2 K>D−1/2

π D v.

Theorem 43 (Left and Right Perron Vectors).
Under the assumptions of Theorem 42, the left and right Per-

ron vectors of M(m)D, u and v, are related by

u =
1

(v>D−1
π Dv)

D−1
π D v.

Proof. By the same method as (60), u(M(m)D) is derived.
Both sides of the transpose of (59) are multiplied on the right
by D−1/2B to reveal the left Perron vector of MD:

ρ(MD) x̂>(D1/2B−1) = x̂>D1/2KΛ(m)K>D1/2(D1/2B−1)

= x̂>D1/2B−1MD

hence u> = x̂>D1/2B−1 = c∗x̂>D1/2D−1/2
π for some c∗ >

0. Substituting (61) and recalling u>v = 1, we see the simple
relationship to v(M(m)D):

u(M(m)D) =
1

(v>D−1
π D v)

D−1
π D v(M(m)D).

One additional property that stems from the symmetrizability
of M(m) in (36) is that ρ(M(m)D) is convex in m.
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Theorem 44 (Convexity of ρ(M(m)D) in m).
Let P and Q ∈ Rn,n be transition matrices of ergodic re-

versible Markov chains that commute with each other. Let D
be a positive diagonal matrix and

M(m) := P[(1−m)I +mQ].

Then ρ(M(m)D) is convex in m.

Proof. This follows the same lines as in Karlin (1982, The-
orem F.1, p. 199). ρ(M(m)D) = ρ(S) in (53), and S =
(1−m)A + mB, where symmetric A = D1/2KΛPK>D1/2

and B = D1/2KΛPΛQK>D1/2. Since S is nonnegative and
irreducible for all m ∈ [0, 1], A ≥ 0 and B ≥ 0, and A and
B are irreducible. Thus A and B have unique Perron vectors.
The convexity of ρ((1−m)A +mB) is established by Lemma
45, to follow.

Lemma 45 (Convexity of the Spectral Radius). Let A and B
be two symmetric matrices with unique eigenvectors x̂A and
x̂B associated with their largest eigenvalue, normalized so
x̂A>x̂A = x̂B>x̂B = 1.

Then ρ((1−m)A +mB) is convex in m, and strictly convex
if x̂A 6= x̂B

Proof. By hypothesis x̂A uniquely yields the maximum in (54),
and likewise x̂B for B, and x̂m for (1−m)A+mB. Therefore,

ρ((1−m)A +mB) = x̂m>((1−m)A +mB)x̂m
= (1−m) x̂m>Ax̂m +mxm>Bx̂m

≤ (1−m)x̂A>Ax̂A +mx̂B>Bx̂B=(1−m)ρ(A)+mρ(B).

Equality requires x̂A = x̂m = x̂B , because otherwise,
x̂A>Ax̂A > x̂m>Ax̂m, or x̂B>Bx̂B > x̂m>Bx̂m, either of
which produces strict inequality.

5.1 Proof of Theorem 33

Theorem 42 is now applied to the derivative of the spectral ra-
dius. The general relation is

∂ρ(A)
∂m

= u(A)>
∂A
∂m

v(A) (64)

(Caswell, 2000, Sec. 9.1.1).
This is derived for the specific case here by differentiating

Sx̂ = ρ(MD)x̂ (recall S from (53)), and then multiplying on
the left by x̂>. Set ρ ≡ ρ(MD).

x̂>
d(Sx̂)

dm
= x̂>

(
dS
dm

x̂ + S
dx̂
dm

)
= x̂>

dS
dm

x̂ + ρ x̂>
dx̂
dm

= x̂>
d

dm
(ρx̂) = x̂>

(
dρ
dm

x̂ + ρ
dx̂
dm

)
=

dρ
dm

+ ρ x̂>
dx̂
dm

.

Subtraction of ρ(MD) x̂>
dx̂
dm

from both sides and substitution
with (56) leaves:

dρ(MD)
dm

= x̂>
dS
dm

x̂

= x̂>
d

dm

[
D1/2KΛP [(1−m)I +mΛQ]K>D1/2

]
x̂

= x̂>D1/2KΛP [ΛQ − I]K>D1/2x̂.

Substitution with y := K>D1/2x̂ yields the derivative of (51):

dρ(MD)
dm

= y>ΛP (ΛQ − I)y =
n∑
i=1

λPi(λQi − 1)y2
i . (65)

Remark 46. Were P and Q not symmetrizable, but only di-
agonalizable and commuting, the analysis would arrive at an
expression similar to (65) except that the nonnegative y2

i terms
would be replaced by products whose signs we do not know,
preventing further evaluation.

We know several things about the terms in the sum in (65):

1. Since P and Q are stochastic matrices, their Perron roots
are 1, which here are labelled as λP1 = λQ1 = 1.

2. λQ1 − 1 = 0. Thus the first term of the sum is zero.

3. λQi − 1 < 0, for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, hence (λQi − 1)y2
i ≤ 0.

Since P and Q are symmetrizable, λPi, λQi ∈ R. Since
P and Q are irreducible, by Perron-Frobenius theory
Seneta (2006, Theorems 1.1, 1.5), eigenvalue 1 has mul-
tiplicity 1, and |λQi| ≤ 1, which together imply λQi < 1
for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

4. yi 6= 0 for at least one i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, whenever D 6= c I
for any c > 0. This fact will take a bit of work to show:
Suppose to the contrary that yi = 0 for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
That means y = y1 e1. Using ĉ from (62), (63) becomes

y = y1 e1 = ĉ−1 K>D−1/2
π D v.

Multiplication on the left with D1/2
π K, and substitution

with [K]1 = π1/2 (49) yields

y1 D1/2
π Ke1 = y1 D1/2

π [K]1 = y1 π = ĉ−1D v.

Multiplication of y1ĉπ = D v by M on the left gives

y1ĉMπ = y1ĉπ = MD v = ρ(MD) v.

But y1ĉπ = D v, hence Dv = ρ(MD) v, imply-
ing D = ρ(MD) I, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore,
D 6= c I for any c > 0 implies that yi 6= 0 for at least one
i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

Points 3., and 4. above together imply that (λQi − 1)y2
i < 0

for at least one i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Inclusion of point 2. implies for
(65) that:
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1. If λPi > 0 for all i, then λPi(λQi − 1) < 0 ∀i ≥ 2 and

d
dm

ρ(MD) =
n∑
i=2

λPi(λQi − 1)y2
i < 0.

2. If λPi < 0 for i = 2, . . . , n, then λPi(λQi − 1) > 0 ∀i ≥
2 and

d
dm

ρ(MD) =
n∑
i=2

λPi(λQi − 1)y2
i > 0.

3. Otherwise: there may be positive, negative, or zero
terms λPi(λQi − 1)y2

i for i = 2, . . . , n, so the sign
of dρ(MD)/dm depends on the particular values of the
terms, of which we know little at this point.

Remark 47. Condition λPi > 0 for all i is equivalent to P
being symmetrizable to a positive definite matrix, which is the
hypothesized condition in Karlin’s Theorem 5.1. The condi-
tion λPi < 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} in case 2. happens to be the
same as the well-known condition on the fitness matrix for a
stable multiple-allele polymorphism (Kingman, 1961b). Here
this appears to be coincidence, rather than a clue to some deeper
result.

The harmonic mean: The following inequalities are equiva-
lent:

EH(τi) :=
1

1
n

n∑
i=1

1
τi

< 1 +
1

n−1
=

n

n−1
(66)

⇐⇒ n−1 <
n∑
i=1

1
τi

= n−
n∑
i=1

Pii

⇐⇒ 1 >
n∑
i=1

Pii =
n∑
i=1

λi(P) = 1 +
n∑
i=2

λi(P)

⇐⇒ 0 >
n∑
i=2

λi(P). (67)

Hence, λi(P) < 0 for i = 2, . . . , n implies (67), or equiva-
lently, (66) and (40). Conversely, λi(P) > 0 for i = 2, . . . , n
implies

∑n
i=2 λi(P) > 0, hence (38).

5.2 Proof of Theorem 38, Memoryless Environ-
mental Change.

Since π e> is a rank-one matrix, λi(π e>) = 0 for i = 2, . . . , n
(Horn and Johnson, 1985, p. 62). Hence λi(P) = 1−α for
i = 2, . . . , n, and (65) evaluates to

dρ(MD)
dm

=
n∑
i=1

λPi(λQi − 1)y2
i

= 1(1− 1)y2
1 + (1−α)

n∑
i=2

(λQi − 1)y2
i ≤ 0.

Strict inequality holds if α ∈ [0, 1) since, as in step 4. of the
proof of Theorem 33, λQi − 1 < 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, and
yi 6= 0 for some for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

Note that in the McNamara and Dall model, Q = π e>, so
λQi = 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, hence

dρ(MD)
dm

= −(1−α)(n−1)
n∑
i=2

y2
i . �

5.3 Proof of Theorem 39, Conditional Dispersal.

1. Basic identities used are Peκ = [P]κ, e>eκ = 1, and
∂C/∂Cκ = Deκ

≡ diag[eκ].
The derivative formula (64) (Caswell, 2000, Sec. 9.1.1),
∂ρ(A)/∂β = u(A)>(∂A/∂β)v(A), is applied to yield

∂

∂Cκ
ρ(M(C) D) =

∂

∂Cκ
ρ(P[(I−C) + π e>C]D)

= u>
∂M(C)
∂Cκ

Dv = u>P(−Deκ
+ π e>Deκ

)Dv

= u>(Pπ e>eκ −Peκ)Dκ vκ (68)

= u>(π − [P]κ)Dκ vκ = Dκ vκ

n∑
i=1

ui(πi − Piκ)

= Dκ vκ n [Cov(ui, πi)− Cov(ui, Piκ)], (69)

the covariance terms in (69) cancelling out each other’s
1/n2 term, e.g.

Cov(ui, Piκ) =
1
n

∑
i

uiPiκ −
1
n2

(∑
i

ui
)(∑

j

Pjκ
)

=
1
n

∑
i

uiPiκ −
1
n2
.

2. There is always at least one environment in which in-
creased dispersal is advantageous, and at least one envi-
ronment where decreased dispersal is advantageous: If
dispersal is not advantageous in any environment, that
means ∂ρ(M(C) D)/∂Cκ ≤ 0 for all κ, hence u>(π −
[P]κ) ≤ 0, or, combined, u>(π e> − P) ≤ 0>. Then
u>(π e> −P)π ≤ 0. But

u>(π e> −P)π = u>π − u>π = 0,

so u>(π − [P]κ) = 0 for all κ, which implies either π =
[P]κ ∀ κ since u > 0, or u> = e> which requires D =
c I for some c ∈ R. If neither π = [P]κ ∀ κ nor D = c I,
then there must be some κ for which u>(π − [P]κ) > 0,

hence
∂

∂Cκ
ρ(P[(I −C) + π e>C]D) > 0. The parallel

argument follows when ≤ is replaced by ≥ above.

3. A row vector indexed over κ is made from (68), giving the
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vector-valued gradient with respect to the elements of C:

∇ρ(M(C) D) :=

[
∂ρ(M(C) D)

∂Cκ

]κ=1

n

=

[
u>
∂M(C)
∂Cκ

Dv

]κ=1

n

=
[
u>(Pπ e> −P)eκDκ vκ

]κ=1

n

= u>(πv> −PDv)D.

4. Since N := {ξ : ∇ρ(M(C) D) ξ = 0} is defined by a
single constrain, it is an n−1 dimensional linear subspace.
Verification is given that ζ = D−1

v D−1π ∈ N :

∇ρ(M(C) D) ζ = u>(πv> −PDv)D(D−1
v D−1π)

= u>(πv>DD−1
v D−1π −Pπ) = u>(πv>D−1

v π − π)

= u>(πe>π − π) = u>(π − π) = 0.

6 DISCUSSION

There are two sets of take-home messages from the results
here: one, the biological results, and the other, the mathemati-
cal methods used to obtain the results.

6.1 Qualitative Discussion of the Biological Re-
sults

Some of the results can be summarized simply as, “the results
of McNamara and Dall (2011) generalize to n environments,”
but in that generalization, new relationships emerge that were
not visible from the parameters with only two environments.
Here is a summary of the main results. All assume heterogene-
ity of growth rates among environments, and ergodic dispersal
or environmental change:

1. A illustration is provided, using the Deakin dispersal
model, of Pulliam’s (1988) finding that the proportion of
the population stably maintained in a sink habitat may be
as large as one wishes, measured before or after dispersal.
Even with the majority of the population inhabiting the
sink, lower dispersal is still selected for (Section 4.1.1).

2. The ‘fitness-abundance covariance’ is introduced, CovFA,
which measures the association between growth rates and
the excess in the stationary distribution above what it
would be in the absence of heterogeneous growth ((18),
(19)).

3. Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem appears in the difference
between pre- and post-dispersal values of CovFA in a sta-
tionary population (Theorem 14).

4. For a symmetrizable dispersal or environmental change
matrix, a sufficient condition for positive pre- and post-
dispersal CovFA is that its eigenvalues be positive (Theo-
rem 17), which is always the case with the Deakin/House-
of-Cards model (Corollary 19). A sufficient condition for
negative post-dispersal CovFA is that the eigenvalues be-
sides 1 be negative (Theorem 20).

5. An n-cycle dispersal or environmental change matrix al-
ways yields negative post-dispersal CovFA (Theorem 21).

6. For some growth regimes, an n-cycle dispersal or environ-
mental change matrix also yields negative pre-dispersal
CovFA (Theorem 23).

7. An increase in the growth rate of a patch or environment
always increases its pre-dispersal frequency in a station-
ary population (Corollary 27), but not always its post-
dispersal frequency (McNamara and Dall’s discovery).

8. A little-known identity is provided that relates 1) the har-
monic mean of the expected run lengths of the states in
a Markov chain, and 2) the average of the eigenvalues of
the chain’s transition matrix (Lemma 32).

9. In McNamara and Dall’s model of unconditional disper-
sal in random environments, extended to any number of
environments, selection for greater philopatry implies a
positive post-dispersal CovFA, and selection for lower
philopatry implies a negative post-dispersal CovFA (The-
orem 30).

10. This correspondence between the fitness-abundance co-
variance and the direction of selection on dispersal is spe-
cific to the McNamara and Dall model (Result 31).

11. When the n environments form a reversible Markov
chain, if the chain’s transition matrix has only posi-
tive eigenvalues, then: 1) the harmonic mean of the
expected durations of each environment is greater than
1+1/(n−1); 2) the post-dispersal CovFA is positive; and
3) philopatry is advantageous (Theorem 33).

12. If instead, the eigenvalues other than 1 are all nega-
tive, then: 1) the expected durations of each environ-
ment are very short — with a harmonic mean less than
1 + 1/(n−1); 2) the post-dispersal CovFA is negative;
and 3) increased unconditional dispersal is advantageous
(Theorem 33).

13. In the ‘House of Cards’ model where differing successive
environments have no causal connection, only philopatry
can evolve (Theorem 38).

14. When there is variation for conditional dispersal and dis-
persal is not neutral, there is always some environment
where increased dispersal is advantageous, and some
other environment where decreased dispersal is advanta-
geous (Theorem 39).

15. Phenotypic constraints upon the conditional dispersal
probabilities can change the outcome so that philopatry
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is the ESS. In general, the ESS for conditional dispersal
may depend very sensitively on the geometry of the space
of accessible phenotypes (Figure 2).

Some additional details are discussed below.
The content in general may be understood to be part of the

larger body of literature on the Reduction Principle and the de-
partures from it, which include domains reaching from the evo-
lution of recombination to the evolution of cultural traditional-
ism. The environmental change model of McNamara and Dall
produces some specific new results for the reduction phenom-
ena.

The verbal reasoning that McNamara and Dall used to ex-
plain the evolution of philopatry was this: in stable environ-
ments, selection causes the majority of the population to find
themselves in good habitats, and so they are better off to stay
where they are. But a counterexample is produced that illus-
trates Pulliam’s (1988) finding that the vast majority of the
population can stably reside in a sink. In that situation, if
one followed the verbal line of reasoning, one would expect
that unconditional dispersal should be advantageous. But in
fact, unconditional dispersal is selected against, and philopa-
try favored, because variation for dispersal is of the form
(1 − m)I + mB, where B is a stochastic matrix, which is a
main criterion of the Reduction Principle.

The quantitative reasoning used by McNamara and Dall,
however, differed from their verbal argument, and points to a
better way to characterize the build-up of the population on
good sites: the fitness-abundance covariance, CovFA, which
is the unweighted covariance between the environment-specific
growth rates and the excess abundance above what would
emerge without differential growth.

While this statistic appears to be new here, it is basic enough
that I would not be surprised to find it used in prior work. An-
other natural statistic would be the covariance weighted by sta-
tionary distribution, but its mathematical properties do not have
the relationships to the other aspects of the population found for
the unweighted CovFA.

The phase of the census — whether taken before or after dis-
persal — is critical to the properties of the fitness-abundance
covariance. The fitness-abundance covariance and stationary
distributions, and their dependence on census phase, are ex-
plored for general combinations of stochastic M and growth
rates D in Theorem 14, and Corollaries 15, 16, 27, 28. The gen-
erality of M means that these results could just as well apply to
mutation/selection balances as to dispersal/growth balances.

The only constraints used throughout are that the population
be stationary, M be irreducible, and growth ratesDi be positive
and heterogeneous. The assumption of non-zero reproductive
rates and irreducible mixing matrices is made for simplicity of
treatment. Reducible M and lethal Di may be analyzed but the
results and proofs become more involved (e.g. Altenberg 2009,
Theorem 3, Case 2).

The existence of ‘black hole sinks’, which make MD re-
ducible, is clearly of biological interest, and may produce dis-

tinct results (Rousset, 1999). The analysis of CovFA and the
model of McNamara and Dall using reducible mixing matri-
ces and lethal environments must, however, be deferred to else-
where.

Results that require M be constrained to yield a reversible
Markov chain are found in Theorems 17, 20, and Corollaries
19, and 29. Results for M near an n-cycle matrix are found in
Theorems 21 and 23. Results for general M are found in The-
orem 14, and Corollaries 15, 16 , 27, and 28. It is reasonable to
conjecture that CovFA(DM) > 0 for all reversible chains M
regardless of the signs of M’s eigenvalues. This is based on a
numerical search that found no examples of CovFA(DM) < 0
for reversible Markov chains, and only small region of growth
rates giving CovFA(DM) < 0 in the n-cycle environment
model.

Corollary 27 shows that an increase in the population growth
rate of an environment will increase the proportion of the sta-
tionary population in that environment, when the census is just
prior to dispersal. When the population is censused just af-
ter dispersal, the relationship can be reversed, as McNamara
and Dall (2011) discovered, by extreme patterns of environ-
mental change. Thus, we have a novel implication, for popu-
lations near their stationary distribution, that comparison of the
abundance relationships before and after dispersal may provide
information about the extremity of the environmental change
pattern (Corollary 29).

A number of results are obtained for a generalization of the
McNamara and Dall (2011) model to n environments (11).
Theorem 30 finds, just as McNamara and Dall do for two envi-
ronments, that the post-dispersal fitness-abundance covariance,
CovFA(MD) (which quantifies what McNamara and Dall call
the ‘multiplier effect’), is positive exactly when the reduction
principle operates — i.e. when the growth rate of the popula-
tion increases from reduced unconditional dispersal. It is neg-
ative when there is departure from reduction. This correspon-
dence between a negative fitness-abundance covariance and de-
partures from the reduction phenomenon is, however, specific
to the model of McNamara and Dall and not a general property
for systems of the form z(t+1) = M(m) D z(t) (Result 31).

The field ecologist would want to know how feasible it is
to measure the fitness-abundance covariance. Recall that M
can represent dispersal between patches or changes in environ-
ments. When M represents the dispersal probabilities between
patches, then vi represents the portion of the population in patch
i, and the quantity πi represents the portion that patch i would
have in the absence of heterogeneous growth rates. Thus πi
is not something that actually exists but is a counterfactual. It
may be feasible, however, to estimate π by estimating M from
a measurement of the amount of dispersal between each patch
(e.g. through mark and recapture experiments), and computing
the Perron vector of the resulting estimated M.

Of course, the framework here is premised on the organism
dispersing within a bounded region. If its dispersal were un-
bounded, its density would dissipate to zero in the absence of
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heterogeneous growth rates. So, as a practical matter, to com-
pute the counterfactual distribution in the absence of hetero-
geneous growth rates, one would limit the habitat to the area
the organism actually inhabits, or more precisely, the area it is
found to disperse from, adding as a lethal boundary the habitat
it disperses to but never from, and ignoring all habitat beyond
that.

The mixing matrix M has a different meaning in the model
of McNamara and Dall, where it represents environments that
randomly change in a Markov chain, independently in each
patch. Here, πi is simply the portion of patches that are in en-
vironmental state i, while vi is the portion of the population in
patches having environmental state i. Each of these is an actual
quantity that is potentially measurable.

The expression τ−1
1 + τ−1

2 from McNamara and Dall (2011)
is seen in the general case to be a part of the harmonic mean
of the expected durations of states in a Markov chain. The har-
monic mean is shown in Lemma 32 to be a simple function of
the average of the eigenvalues of the chain’s transition matrix.
Thus the condition on τ−1

1 +τ−1
2 discovered by McNamara and

Dall is really a condition on the eigenvalues of the environment
transition matrix.

In Theorem 33, these three entities — the reduction phe-
nomenon, the harmonic mean of environment durations, and
the eigenvalues of the environment transition matrix — are tied
together in the case of environmental change processes that are
reversible Markov chains. A sufficient condition for departures
from reduction (selection for increased unconditional disper-
sal) is that all of the non-Perron eigenvalues of the environment
transition matrix be negative, which represents an extreme pat-
tern of change, in which the harmonic mean of environment
durations is less than 1+1/(n−1), where n is the number of
environments. This means the environment changes almost ev-
ery generation.

This departure from reduction identified by McNamara and
Dall and generalized in Theorem 33 provides a new example
summarized by the ‘principle of partial control’ (Altenberg,
1984). The ‘partial control’ in Theorem 33 is that while the
organism can control the transformation of its location (i.e. dis-
persal), it cannot control the transformations that change its en-
vironment.

Theorem 33 shows that a sufficient condition for the reduc-
tion phenomenon (selection for reduced dispersal) is that all
eigenvalues of the environment transition matrix be positive,
corresponding to less extreme environmental change. A gen-
eral treatment of the intermediate case — of mixed positive and
negative eigenvalues — remains an open question. But Corol-
lary 37 shows that there is always some intermediate level of
environmental change below which the reduction principle op-
erates. The reduction principle would be expected to operate
for the patterns of environmental change commonly found in
nature.

In Theorem 38, this complexity of behavior disappears when
there is no causal connection between differing sequential en-

vironments. In this case, only the reduction principle operates.
Also generalized to arbitrary numbers of environments is

McNamara and Dall’s model of conditional dispersal. We see
from Theorem 39 that conditional dispersal provides another
example of departure from the reduction phenomenon.

Variation in conditional dispersal rates is analogous to ‘di-
rected mutation’ (Cairns et al., 1988; Hall, 1990; Lenski and
Mittler, 1993), which is more precisely described as variation
in mutation that is directed toward certain genotypes — to wit,
‘directed variation’. In fact, this provides a new way to look at
the principle of partial control:

Principle 1 (Partial Control and Induced Directed Variation).
Undirected variation of a transformation process, i.e. equal
scaling of all transition probabilities by a ratem, may act effec-
tively like directed variation toward fitter types due to dynam-
ics induced by other transformation processes and selection, so
that increases in m increase the population growth rate ρ.

In conditional dispersal or directed mutation, it is obvious
what direction the transition probabilities are being directed to-
ward. In McNamara and Dall’s model under extreme environ-
mental change, however, and in the myriad examples of de-
partures from reduction cited in Section 2.6, the directedness
of the variation in transition probabilities with respect to fit-
ness is an emergent property of the dynamics. The finding that
such emergent directedness systematically follows a particular
direction underlies theories such as the ‘deterministic mutation
hypothesis’ for the evolution of sex (Kondrashov, 1982, 1984).
Why a particular directedness with respect to selection emerges
from the interaction of multiple transformation processes poses
a central open question.

Theorem 39 shows that in the conditional dispersal model,
there is always some environment from which it pays to in-
crease dispersal, provided that there is: 1) some level of envi-
ronmental change, 2) a causal connection between the current
and next environments, and 3) different growth rates among en-
vironments. Therefore, philopatry does not have convergence
stability as a global evolutionarily stable state.

McNamara and Dall (2011) discovered, however, philopa-
try can be restored as a convergent-stable ESS by limitations
in the information that the organism has about its environment
— that there are “conditions under which reliable, cost-free
cues to habitat quality, which might intuitively influence op-
timal dispersal decisions, should be ignored in favour of blind
natal philopatry.”

These limitations in information translate to constraints on
the space of conditional dispersal rates attainable by the popu-
lation. To understand why the phenotypic constraints alter the
ESS, an examination is made of the complete phenotypic adap-
tive landscape (the n = 2 case in Figure 2).

We see that there are long contours of equal population
growth rates that span the phenotype space, and the growth
rates increase all the way to the boundary of the space. These
make the evolutionarily stable dispersal rates highly sensitive
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to the geometry of any boundary created by any genetic or phe-
notypic constraints. Errors in the environmental cues can con-
strain the variation to a region where philopatry maximizes the
population growth rate. But a slight decrease in the error rate,
McNamara and Dall showed, could shift the evolutionarily sta-
ble state to maximal conditional dispersal.

Other patterns of phenotypic constraint can be envisioned in
this model, and the sensitivity of the ESS to phenotypic con-
straints leads to a diversity of potential phenomena: intermedi-
ate ESS states, bimodal states, or a general condition of evo-
lutionary volatility. The evolutionary outcome becomes highly
dependent on the variational properties (Altenberg, 1995) of the
organism. To the extent that the McNamara and Dall model of
random environments applies to the real world, the results sug-
gest that empirical studies of the evolution of dispersal should
find sensitive relationships between an organism’s dispersal be-
havior, the variational properties of its dispersal phenotype,
and the pattern of environmental change its lineage has expe-
rienced.

6.2 The Mathematical Methods

The second set of take-home messages from this paper regards
the mathematical methods. Techniques from the Reduction
Principle literature and contemporary linear algebra allow one
to obtain analytical results in greater generality than is often
pursued. The common restriction to 2 × 2 matrices can be
dropped for many results.

There is the added benefit from generalizing 2× 2 models to
the n×n case, which is that one is forced to see beyond the four
particular entries of the 2× 2 matrices to their deeper underly-
ing structures, in particular their eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
covariances, and the variational structure of the matrices. In the
case of McNamara and Dall (2011, online Appendix A, Theo-
rem A), the set of inequalities on the particular vector elements
can be unified by a single inequality on a covariance expression,
as in Theorem 30. It is hoped that the tractability for general n
obtained here, and the insights provided from such results, will
encourage the use of general approaches more widely.

Tractability for Theorems 17, 20, 33, 38, 42, 43, and 44,
and Corollaries 19, 35, 36, and 37 requires the assumption that
the environments or dispersal patterns form reversible Markov
chains. Some of these results are found to change when the
chain is close to a cycle (Theorems 21 and 23). It is an open
question as to which other of these results holds in the absence
of reversibility.

The transition matrices of reversible Markov chains are syn-
onymous with symmetrizable stochastic matrices. The analy-
sis of symmetrizable stochastic matrices adopts key techniques
from Friedland and Karlin (1975, Theorem 4.1) and Karlin’s
Theorem 5.1 (1982). Karlin’s Theorem 5.1 appears to never
have been used since its publication, until its application to the
analysis of the evolution of mutation rates at multiple loci in
Altenberg (2011).

Recently, however, symmetrizable stochastic matrices have
been used by Schreiber and Li (2011) to analyze the evolution
of dispersal in alternating environments, which produces a de-
parture from the reduction result. The departure occurs, as in
Theorem 33, under an extreme rate of environmental change.
But it is fundamentally different from the McNamara and Dall
model in that the environments change synchronously through-
out all the patches, not independently as in (11), so it is repre-
sented by (15), z(t + 2) = MD(2)MD(1)z(0). Nevertheless,
the parallels in its behavior with that of the McNamara and Dall
model are intriguing.

Recall that Karlin (1982, pp. 90–92, 103–104, 140–145) rep-
resented periodic environments by using periodic matrices, so
the model of Schreiber and Li (2011) can be represented as[

0 M(m)
M(m) 0

] [
D(1) 0

0 D(2)

]
=
(

(1−m)
[
0 I
I 0

]
+m

[
0 P
P 0

])[
D(1) 0

0 D(2)

]
.

We note that this (as well as periodic forms with period longer
than 2) has the form (1−m)A+mB (8) from the open problem
posed in Altenberg (2004), and therefore provides another set
of conditions on A and B that produce departures from reduc-
tion.

The analysis here has employed only a few results from the
developing field of linear algebra, and one can look forward to
the application of other results that will substantially advance
the theory. One may hope, in addition, that the open problems
described here may prompt the development of some new math-
ematics.

6.3 Conclusions

Andrewartha (1961) classically defined ecology as “the scien-
tific study of the distribution and abundance of organisms.” In
this respect, the fitness-abundance covariance statistic investi-
gated here is a basic quantity.

The fitness-abundance covariance proves to have direct re-
lationships with some ecological properties of populations.
It captures the connection discovered by McNamara and
Dall (2011) between the temporal properties of environmen-
tal change and selection for or against dispersal. A sampling of
possible dispersal and environmental change processes reveals
that the fitness-abundance covariance exhibits more complexity
than intuition would perhaps suggest.

The goal here has been to pursue the mathematics under-
lying these relationships. In so doing, these relationships are
shown to connect to the body of work in the population ge-
netics literature on the Reduction Principle for the evolution of
genetic systems and dispersal, and provide new examples of
departure from reduction. The common mathematics underly-
ing these models may lead to the eventual development of a
theoretical treatment in which the different ecological and evo-
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lutionary phenomena are seen as different aspects of a single
phenomenological structure.
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